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Part I, General Introduction 

The characteristic feature of a gas containing charged par

ticles, i.e. a completely or incompletely ionized gas, is the 

simultaneous interaction of all the particles. The main inter

action between - not too fast moving - particles is the Coulomb 

interaction, the force between two charges e being equal to 

e 2 /r! In the - idealized - model of a uniform, infinite plasma 

the interaction of any particle with distant particles is in 

principle as important as that with its iw.mediate neighbours. 

This can be clearly seen from the force on a particle that is 

due to the ether particles: 

where cr{*) indicates the charge density. This force is infinite 

because the volume of the spherical shell increases with the 

square of its radius (we assume that the average value of a is 

constant and the plasma infinite); due to spontaneous fluctu

ations cr(*) differs randomly from zero. (In general one con

siders quasi-neutral plasmas, which have the tendency to re

store any excess of charge, but due to inertia the neutraliza

tion of this charge overshoots, whence the irnportance of the 

time-dependence of plasma fluctuations). 

There are two important reasons for the long-range charac

ter of the Coulomb interactions. Firstly, the decrease with 

distance, exactly balanced by the increase of the volume of 

the spherical shell; it has this property in common with the 

force of gravity. It seems likely that there exists a connec

tion with the fact that the decrease with distance of the in

tensity of the radiation emitted by a source is-also inversely 

proportional to that distance squared. This phenomenon is the 

source of profound speculation. 

The second important reason for the long-range character is 

the absence of any parameter in the dependence on the distance(1f? 

*) nwnbers between brackets refer to the list of references at 
the end of this general introduction. 
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in contrast to an_interaction like e.g. the Yukawa one (the 

latter contains an exponential exp(-r/\) with a range À). 

From these considerations one may infer the importance of a 

dynamica! description of the plasma, in which two natural 

lengths present themselves. The first one, the Weisskopf radi

us, also called Landau radius, is given by: 

k being Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature: 

the other length is the Debye length: 

À - r kT ) 
D - l81Tne 2 

e being the elementary charge and n the densities of electrons 

and protons, here taken equal. 

The Weisskopf radius is the distance at which two equal 

charges e, with a relative kinetic energy equal kT, can ap

proach each other. It often serves as a lower cutoff in statie 

models for ionized gases. As yet there seems to be no general

ly accepted dynamica! model which can replace such a procedure; 

the problem is so difficult that one must be satisfied with 

rather rough approximations. 

The Debye length can be illustrated by saying that the plas

ma is polarized in the following sense: the positive and nega

tive particles are, on the average, arranged such as to show a 

slight tendency towards an alternate ordering of positive and 

negative charges, like in a crystal. The effect is enormously 

smaller than in a crystal and therefore the comparison must not 

be taken as a very good one. 

This ordering makes its appearance in the screening of the 

Coulomb interactions; the potential at a distance r from a 

charge e (formally to be considered as an external charge) in a 

plasma is, for not too small distances, on the average equal to: 

exp(-r/À
0

) 

eo r 

the range of this potential is the Debye length À0 • Fo~ a 

characteristic plasma the number of particles in a sphere with 
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radiu::;; "n may be of the order of 1000; if this nu!l'.ber becc,mes 

too small 10 say) it is not justified to speak al:.out a plas-

ma at all, at least not as a plasma in the common sense. 

It turns out tha~ the additional charge in the Debye sphere 

{radius 'o} around e
0 

equals - e
0

, i.e. it just neutralizes 

the charge e
0

• Again, we must stress that this is only true .Q!! 

the average; this statement obtains special weight if one con

siders that the spo~taneous fluctuations in the number of par

ticles in the Debye sphere are of the order of the root of that 

number; thus in the above case of the order of 11000 ~ 30, much 

larger than one. Hence , one must be very careful with the con

cept of screening <l•P· 85). 
For instance, it is a common method to take collective inter

actions into account by considering particles which interact 

through a screened Coulomb potential, based on the concept of 

Debye screening. One may expect, and so it actually happens, 

that this procedure will lead to corrections (on the results of 

models without interactions) which have the proper trend, i.e. 

which correspond to a diminishing of the amplitude of sponta

neous (or thermal) fluctuations. However, one may object that 

this is not a fundamental approach; in a proper theory, based 

on fundamental principles, the screening itself must also come 

out of the model. The situation is similar to the procedure 

sometimes followed in the evaluation of expressions to be av

eraged over velocities: instead of properly averaging the ex

pression one replaces everywhere the velocity by its averaqe. 

Obviously, this is a very rough approach for expressions which 

are non-linear in the velocity. 

Nevertheless, there is some justification for this - so

called - superposition principle: a superposition.of indepen

dent dressed test particles for the description of the statis

tica! properties of the plasma (also: quasi particles, a name 

more common in the quantum mechanica! many-body problero). 

Thompson was the first to introduce this concept into plasma 

physics (see e.g. _!); Rostoker CD has shown that many results 

from rigorous theories can be derived with the aid of the super

position principle. Nevertheless, one would like to see always 



such a justification. Some work on microfield distributions is 

based on the replacement of Coulomb interactions by screened 

ones, the justification for which is not clear at all; in par

ticular, if it comes to a distinction of Debye screening by 

either electrons 1 or by electrons and protons simultaneously. 

In a hot plasma one may consider - during short times - the 

motions of the particles as being linear, i.e. along straight 

lines at constant speed. In equilibrium the velocities are dis

tributed according to Maxwell-Boltzmann. This picture leads to 

the Holtsmark model of a plasma and it gives - to some extent -

a satisfactory description of its statistical properties. 

On the other hand, we mentioned that the collective inter

actions are characteristic for a plasma. It depends on the kind 

of processes one is interested in, which characteristics are 

dominant. Instabilities in plasmas are essentially collective 

processes, and they play an extremely important role in plasma 

physics. In the field of fluctuations in equilibrium plasmas, 

the collective effects are much less predominant, as may be 

seen from the correction to the probability distribution for 

the electric microfield. Both phenomena, screening and insta

bilities, are connected through the spontaneous fluctuations 

which serve as the onset of instabilities, the growths of which 

are governed by collective processes. 

There exists a large number of approaches to the microscopie 

phenomena in plasmas. Not all of them are based on fundamental 

principles, as we mentioned before; we want to consider two 

approaches which are fundamental. One is the already mentioned 

Holtsmark model, the other is the so-called continuum model, 

in which one considers the plasma to be a perfect fluid. In the 

former model the individual aspects of the particles are pre

dominant, in the latter the collective aspects. As a conse

quence the first can give an accurate description of discrete

particle effects, whereas the second cannot; with respect to 

collective interactions the situation is just reversed. It is 

possible to take into account, through a perturbation approach, 



some influence of individual interactions in the Holtsmark 

model. 
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Part II contains a systematic investigation of short-range 

corrections to the Holtsmark model. These were first introduced 

by Gans (.!_), who simply excluded sta-ces in which one Oli'. •.. i!lore 

particles were closer to the origin than a distance 2s, twice 

the radius of his particles (one of them being at the origin). 

We have replaced 2s by the Weisskopf radius r
0 

and calculated, 

at an earlier stage than Gans could do in his time (1921), pro

bability dlstributions and other statistica! quantities. Apart 

from that we have presented a more genera! formalism, in which 

the mentioned states have a smaller probability of occurrence; 

this is accomplished by a weight function g (which in fact is 

the pair-correlation function}. This formalism may be an inter

mediate step to quantum mechanica! corrections which are impor

tant for close encounters. The botter the plasmas, the more im

portant such encounters are; they give rise to infinities in 

expressions such as the binary correlation f unctions of the 

electric microfield. Numerically one may obtain correct values 

by introducing cutoffs, but a proper procedure is only possible 

in a quantum mechanica! framework, for instance with respect to 

the dependence on temperature. 

The main purpose of part III is the construction of a mixed 

model which combines the favourable features of the two models 

mentioned; in order to do so, a survey of each is given with 

emphasis on their relation. In our approach we derive probabi

lity distributions from the canonical ensemble; in order to ob

tain a dynamical description we use approximate equations for 

the time evolution of the system. The procedure is such that 

the initial conditions are not needed explicitly, in contrast 

to the approach in which such equations are solvèd with an ap

propriate ad hoc choice for the initial condition (e.g. Ref. l>· 
An important reason for the work on this subject was the 

possibility of improvements on the theory of broadening spec

tral lines from plasmas. In many theories the statistica! des

cription of the environment of radiating particles was not im-
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peccable; we hope that the work presented here may be applied 

fruitfully to such problems. 

Another application would be the calculation of transport 

properties, such as viscosity, electrical conductivi~y, diffu

sion and dynamica! friction coefficients. Much work bn such 
! 

problems has appeared, here we hope to have given a more sys-

tematic way of approach to problems of this kind, of which 

many are waiting to be attacked. 
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Synopsis 

THE HOLTSMARK-CONTINUUM MODEL POR THE 

STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF A PLASMA 

by 

G.J. Dalenoort 

Association Euratom-FOM 

FOM-Instituut voor Plasma-Fysica 

Rijnhuizen, Jutphaas, The Netherlands 

A review is given of the Holtsmark and the continuum rnodels 

for the statistica! description of plasmas. In the Holtsrnark 

model it is possible to give a reasonable account of the aspects 

connected with the individuality of particles, whereas in the 

continuum model collective interactions may be accounted for. 

A mixed model is introduced, which combines the favourable fea

tures of each of the separate ones. Sorne numerical results are 

presented on probability distributions of the electric micro

field, which are compared with other work. The analytic results 

include also time-dependent distributions, and correlation func

tions. 
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1. Introduction 

The main difficulty encountered in the description of the 

statistica! properties of plasmas, is the long-range character 

of the interactions. The first useful model, in which however 

no interactions were taken into account, is the one introduced 

by Holtsmark, 1919 (!)• In this model the state of the plasma 
is described by the individual positions of the particles (and 

possibly velocities for time-dependent processes). Apart from 

the fact that interactions are neglected, this model gives a 

good description for the proces~es in the -not immediate

neighbourhood of any one point. An important improvement may 

be obtained by considering the dynamics of the particles near 

such an "Aufpunkt". 

Holtsmark applied the distribution which he derived for the 

electric microf ield to the problem of statistica! Stark broad
ening. The Stark effect had just been described by Stark, and 

Holtsmark was able to calculate the halfwidths for the spec

tra! lines emitted by ionized gases. Related problems still 

belong to the most important applications of the statistics 

of plasmas, albeit that the theory has advanced enormously. 

The fact that Holtsmark's work is still important is shown by 

the fact that it is mentioned in most, if not all, of the pa

pers on distributions of microscopie quantities. Moreover, 

the Holtsmark distributions may be considered as the limiting 

distributions for infinite temperatures, apart from very large 
values of the microscopie quantities. 

The second model we want to consider is the so-called con

tinuum model (~). Usually it is introduced with a description 

of the state of a plasma by means of the set of occupation 

numbers of cells into which the plasma volume is ·to be diVided. 

The main condition is that, on the average, the cells must 

contain many particles. In the calculations the limit is taken 

where the cells become smaller and smaller1 in order to satis

fy the main condition the particles must be "chopped up", in
definitely, keeping certain proportions fixed. This process 
explains the name of the model. In fact the approximation con

sists of a replacement of -discrete- sums by -continuous- in-
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tegrals. The main advantage of this model is that coilective 

interactions can be taken into account, leading to the descrip

tion of phenomena such as Debye screening and plasma oscilla

tions. It is obvious that, in contradistinction to the Holts

mark model, no accurate description can be obtained ~n the 

neighbourhood of any one point. In the latter model the situa

tion is just reversed, provided we do not consider non-funda

mental devices to introduce interactions as, for instance, the 

replacement of Coulomb fields by screened ones. 

For these reasons we set out to give a survey of these two 

models, with emphasis on their relation. From this wOrk a new 

method emerged to describe the state of a plasma, which makes 

it possible to introduce a mixed model, to be called Holtsmark

continuum model. 

We now proceed with a short description of the contents of 

the paper. For simplicity we consider infinite, uniform plas

mas throughout, with fluctuations about equilibrium. 

In Chapter 2 some general expressions are given, w~ich 

serve as starting points for the calculation of probability 

distributions and their momenta. Chapter 3 contains t~e sur

vey of the Holtsmark model, with the familiar Holtsmark dis

tribution for the electric microfield. In addition, the dis

tributions for the density and the micropotential are deriv
ed, which seem to be less well known in this context. In or

der to avoid the infinity of the equilibrium value of·the po

tential in an infinite one-component plasma it is convenient 

to consider an electron plasma with a positive neutralizing 

background: Nevertheless, even then one still obtains infi

nite integrals. Physically acceptable results are only ob

tained if interactions are taken into account. This is pos

sible in the continuum model and in the new one. Chapt,er 3 

also incluQ:es joint probability distributions for quantities 

at two different positions and times. These were exten~ively 

treated in an earlier paper (1). Finally, it is shown ~bat 

the introduction of second-order approximations covers: the 

results of the continuum model without interactions, since 

these are neglected in the Holtsmark model. In short we may 

say that the Holtsmark model to second order is equivalent 
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to the continuum model (without interactions). 

In Chapters 4 and 5 the continuum model is reviewed. First 

the case without interactions is treated and explicit expres

sion.s are given; this enables an explicit comparison with 

those of the Holtsmark model. Secondly, the corresponding ex

pressions for the case with interactions are derived. Espe

cially interesting are those for the potential since, in 

contradistinction to the case.s without interactions, they lead 

to finite values. It is possible, for instance, to derive an 

expression for the free energy of the plasma (~) in terms of 

the distribution for the potential; a similar expression will 

be derived in the mixed model with interactions (Appendix F). 

Furthermore, we described time-dependent distributions for the 

case without interactions. We abstained from doing so for the 

case with interactions, since the formalism is rather elabo

rate and is needed anyhow in the corresponding case of the 

mixed model. 

The Holtsmark-continuum model is introduced in Chapters 6 

and 7. Chapter 6 contains the time-independent processes with

out and with interactions. Chapter 7 concerns the time-depen

dent case with interactions; that without interactions is 

treated simultaneously by stating which terms disappear. The 
.description of a state in this model looks similar to that in 

the continuum model, but there is an important difference. In 

the continuum model a state is described by giving the occupa

tion numbers of particles in the cells into which the volume 

is divided. In order that Stirling's formula may be applied 

these occupation numbers must be large compared to one. It 

turns out that this condition is not necessary for evaluating 

the initial expressions; in fact, allowing arbitrary occupa

tion numbers, one obtains an alternative description of the 

Holtsmark model, with the possibility to pass to the continuum 

model at a later stage. This clears up the fact that the 

Holtsmark model to second order is equivalent to the continuum 

model. Moreover, in this new description it is now possible to 

account for collective interactions in the same way as in the 

continuum model. 
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Let us consider the new method in more detail. The plasma 

volume is divided into two parts: a sphere with radius R around 

the origin, and.the remaining volume. For the cells inside the 

sphere all occupation numbers are allowed, This part, there

fore, has most in common with the Holtsmark description. For 
i 

the cells outside the occupation numbers must be large(» l); 

this leads to a description like that of the continuum model. 

It turns out that. the results are only weakly dependent on the 

choice of R, provided F. is chosen in a reasonable domairi. 
In Chapter 7 the model is extended to the tirne-dependent 

case with (and without) interactions, as mentioned before. If 

one considers joint probabilities for a quantity at two differ

ent positions and times a difficulty occurs: where must the 

sphere be centerea?-rf R is large and the points close togeth

er, one can be satisfied with .a rough approxirnation, for iri

stance with the centre between the points, For simplicity we 

shall restrict ourselves to coinciding points. (A similar dif
ficulty was encountered in the Gans model, considered .in an 

earlier paper (~); it is intended to avoid short-range diver

gences and obtained by introducing the corresponding cutoffs 

in the Holtsmark model). 

The time dependence in the case with interactions is con

sidered in the framework of the linearized Vlasov-Poisson sys~ 
tem of equations. It holds under the same conditions as the 

continuum model (apart from some other restrictions needed to 

obtain explicit solutions). We have not derived explicit ex
pressions for this case since this would lead us into all the 
more or less unsolved difficulties of these equations. More

over, the problem has already been treated in a somewhat dif

ferent context <2l, {§), <Z>, although also there the results 
are only forma!. If explicit results are wanted, one must 

make approximations to the dielectric function of the p'lasma. 

There are a few more genera! points we wish to mention. 

For some purposes, for instance if interactions are neglected, 
' it is sufficient to consider a single-component plasma" e.g. 

an electron gas. The results for two- or multi-component plas

mas can then simply be found by replacing the density and 
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charge number by the appropriate quantities. For other purposes 

it may be necessary to consider the multi-component plasma from 

the start. However, in the continuum model the results for 
single-component and two-component plasmas with different charge 

numbers are formally equivalent; they are connected by a trans
formation (Appendix E). 

Throughout we have restrictèd ourselves to electrostatic 
plasmas. Extensions to plasmas in external rnagnetic fields are 
possible, but tedious. Moreover, fluctuations of the microscop

ie magnetic field are less important than these of the elec
tric microfield. 
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2. General formalism 

2.1 Probability distributions 

: 

For simplicity we initially consider a finite volume v with 

a plasma of N electrons against a uniform positive baykground 

of ions. Let Q be a microscopie quantity, e.g. the potential 

or the electric microfield in an arbitrary point ei• Let {s} 

be a set of parameters, which can be used to describe a state 

of the plasma. For statie problems these could be the posi

tions of the N particles, for time-dependent problems one 

would also need their momenta. Let P({s}) be the probability 

that the state {s} occurs. Then the probability that a certain 

value Ql of 0 will be observed at e1• with an uncertainty dQ, 

is given by: 

( 2 .1) 

where S indicates a discrete or continuous summation over all 

possible states, and Q<e
1

,{s}) is the value of the quantity 

considered in the state {s}. ó must be interpreted as a Dirac 

delta function in case S represents an integration, and as a 

Kronecker delta if S indicates a discrete summation. The ex

tension of Eq. (2.1) for a vectorial quantity 9 is obvious. 

Similarly, one can ask for the joint probability that two 

values for Q will be observed: 91 and 92 at positions e1• e2 
and at times t 1 , t 2 , respectively. The set of parameters now 

must contain.a complete set of dynamical variables. Fora 

vectorial quantity the formal expression reads: 

P(91<e1 1 t1)'92<e2 1 t2))d91d92 = d91d92{~~l x (2.2) 

xö <~h <ei, t1 > ,9<e1, t1, { s 1 t
1 

> > 0 c 92 < e2, tz > , 9 < e2 • t2, { s 1 t
1

' > P < { s 1 t/ 

If this expression is to be meaningful, one must know and 

solve (at least approximately) the equations of motion', in 

order to relate the state {s}t at time t 1 to the quantity 
1 
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QCE2 ,t2 ,{s}t ). In what follows we shall not always meticu

lously write
1
all the functional parameters, hut write 91 ,92 , 

etc. for short, and Q instead of o1 in the case of single dis

tributions. For definiteness we now consider the case of S 

being an integration. We replace the é functlon by its Fm1rier 

integral in the previous expressions. On interchanging the two 
integrations we obtain from Eq •. (2.1) for a, say, vèctorial Q: 

P(Q) J 
dE it;.O -it;.Q{s} 

- - ~ S - - P({s}) • 
- .(2n)3 e {s} e 

(2. 3) 

The analogue for Eq. (2.2} is obvious. To shorten many -0f the 

later formulas we introduce the integral operators: 

3op(Q) ö r dE eiEQ 
21T (2. 4a) 

f 
dt; .Q 

!'.op <9> o ---e 
( 2'1T) 3 

(2 .4b) 

= (0 0 } D I dt;l 

f 
dl;2 il;1Q1+iE202 

-op ·-1•--2 2i" 21T e (2.4c) 

and so on, whe:te the index "op" is added to indicate that the 

=•s must operate on functions of the E's and the arguments .of. 

2.2 Moments of the probability distributions 

One may derive genera! expressions for the moments in terms 

of the Fourier transforms of functions such as P(Q); we shall 

content ourselves with two examples. Let a Greek superscript 

denote a Cartesian component (x, y, or z). Then one of the 

second moments of P(Q) is defined by 

(2. 5) 

J 
df, it;.Q 

By substituting P(Q) = ---- e - - A (t;) this can be transform-
(211) 3 -

ed to: 
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df, 
[ 

d 2 it;. Q) 
- --2 e - ~ A(§) • 

3[,K • ( 211) 3 

Performing the g integration one obtains a ö function, after 

two partial integrations one finally arrives at: 

Alternatively, with Eq. (2.3): 

< ( QK) 2 > = S ( QK { S}) 2 p ( { S}) • 
{s} 

Similarly, one obtains: 

(2.6a) 

{2.6b) 

(2.7a) 

{2.7b) 

Often relations exist between the microscopie quantities, 

e.g. the Poisson equation connects density and potential, the 

electric microfield equals minus the gradient of the poten
tial, etc. Such relations are very often {perhaps not always) 

preserved for the corresponding average quantities. We shall 

give an illustrative example. Consider the micropotentials ~ 

at p1 ,t1 and p2 ,t2 , respectively, and the corresponding micro

fields. One has: 

We then infer from Eq. {2.7b): 

,{s}t ) 
1 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Such relations are less simple for non-linear quantities like 

<{EKCe1 ,t1)} 2 >, but it may be useful to consider them as the 

limits of linear expressions, e.g. Eo. (2.9) for e2 ~el' 

t 2 ~t 1 • The problem may then occur whether one is allowed to 

interchange the limits and the differentiations; pitfalls are 

not impossible here. 
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3. The Holtsmark model 

3. 1 Gener al formalism 

In thè Hölti;;mark model a state is described by the.N posi

tion vectors : 1, ... ':N· Normally interactions .. are neglected, 
since this model is not very wel,! suited to int::roducethem. 

The probability for a s.tate to occur is then given by: 

N N 
P({r.}J rr. dr. = n 

J j=l :-J 

dr. 
-=::.J.. v (3.1) 

Usually the qua~tity Q{s} of Eq. (2.3) is, in this case, a 

linear superposition of contributions from separate particles: 

N 
.Q{r.}=LQ(r.). 

-J ·j=l -J .· 
(3.2) 

The summation in Eq. (2.3) amounts to an integration, and a 

3N-dimensional integral occurs which may be replaced by a pro.., 

duet of N 3-dimensional equal integrals. For a vectorial g: 

P(Q) f 
dt; 

-·---- e 
(27r) 3 . 

·9[ J dr -i~ .g(r)JN ve • ( 3. 3) 

According to Holtsmark' s method (.!) this expression is. trans

formed by splitting off unity from the inner integral and by 

taking the limit N,V + 00 , while n
0 

N/V is fixed: 

P(Q) = lim. J~ e1~" 9 [1 _!. n Jar {1 -e-if.g<:>}]N 
N,V+oo (27r) 3 N o -

(3.4) 

where 

(3.5) 
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For the moments one finds expressions similar to Eq. (2.9), 

e.g.: 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

These relations also follow from Eqs. (2.7). 

To calculate joint probabilities for quantities at two dif

ferent times, we need a description of the system in u space, 

e.g. in terms of the position vectors : 1 , ••• , :N' and the ve

locity vectors ::1 , ••• , !w The probability for a state is a 

simple extension of Eq. (3.1): 

N 
P{r. ,v.} i1 

-J. -J. i=l 
dr.dv. 

-1 -J. 

N d:i 
rr -v dy

1
• f (v.) , 

i=l ·~ -l. 
(3.8) 

where f is the probability distribution for velocities. Inter

actions are still neglected. Hence, the position of particle j 

at time t 2 is found from that at time t 1 through: 

r. (t
2

) = r. (t
1

) +v.T ; T 
0
= t

2 
-t

1 
• 

-J -J -J 
(3.9) 

The derivation of the joint probability is complj:!tely anal

ogous to that of the single one. Therefore, we shall not give 

it and only state the result, in which Q now also depends on 
the velocity: 

{ 3. lO) 

where 

GH ( e 1 't 1 , h , e 2 , t 2 'b , g>n Ia: Ja:: f ( :'.') [ 1-exp{-ih . 9 ( ! , ! , e 1 , t 1 ) -

v 

(3.ll) 
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For the moments, i.e. correlation functions, formulas similar 
! 

to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) hold: 

(3.13) 

If Q is a vector, the first term vanishes, due to symmetry 

(for isotropic systems). Equation {3.13) may also be derived 

directly from Eq. (2.7b). 

3.2 The density in the Holtsmark model 

It turns out that in this model it is not possible to f ind 

a simple expression for the probability distribution for the 

density. Therefore, we shall derive in the first place distri

butions for the number of particles in cells; so we ask for 

the probability to find NA particles in a volume element A. 
For the scalar quantity Q{s} in Eq. (2.3) one can introduce 

the characteristic function: 

xCA,fs}) 

where 

l X(A,j) 1 

j 

__ . {10 iiff xCA,j) r. tA 
-J 
r.d-t,, -J.,. 

(3 .14) 

From the scalar version of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) we then find 

for the probability distribution for NA: 
00 

= f 

"" 

-n 
0 

f ~! exp [i~NA -n
0

A(l -e-H,;>] (3.15) 
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Since NA represents a number of particles, it must be integer 

and~ O. By the transformation u =exp(-i~), whereby the con

tour in the u plane becomes the unit circle around the ori

gin, Eq. (3.15) can be quickly seen to reduce to (for Nà in

teger): 

e 
-n !':. 

0 (3.16) 

which is nothing else than the Poisson distribution [e.g. 

Ref.(l;!),App. III, Ref.(~),Sec. 113]. 
The first and second moments are well known: 

(3.17a} 

In the case that n
0

A is large, Eq. (3.15) may be approximated 

by expanding exp(-i~) to second order, leading to a Gaussian 

distribution: 

(3.18) 

which may also, for mathematical convenience, be applied for 

values of NA from - 00 to O, in order to obtain normalization 

on the interval (-00 , 00 ). The result may also be derived from 

the Poisson distribution [C~), App. III]. Equations (3.17a) 

and (3.18) also result from the continuum model (Sec. 4.2). 

Thus we find an agreement up to the second moment. We shall 

see that such an agreement also holds for probability distri

butions of other quantities. 

Let us now consider the distribution for the continuous 

density function. The density near the point r,·the centre 
of the volume element A, is defined by 

n(r) 

Sa we find the distribution for n by dividing the character

istic function by A, which leads to the alternative of Eq. 

(3.15): 
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f"' dl; c· -if./ti J P (n} = 
2

îî exp i.E;n -n
0

ti (1 -e , ) • 

-oo 

From a physical point of view it rnight look desirable to take 

the limit ti -+O. However, this limit would only make sense in 

the first- and second-order approximations [Eqs. ( 3. l 7a, 18 >] : 

<n> = lim l. <N,> = n 
ti->-0 ll '-' 0 

<n 2 > -<n> 2 =lim 1 [<N~> -<N ) 2
) =lim no 

ti ->-0 ti 2 ti ti->-0 ti 
(3.17b) 

The last equation is equivalent to a result from another ap

proach. From the continuum model with interactions (Sec. 5.2) 

the corresponding correlation function may be derived [Eq. 

( 5. 26 >] • In the liroi t that interactions are neglected ( this 

case may also be considerèd from the start), one finds: 

In the limit : 2 ->- : 1 this is equivalent to Eq. (3.17b), since 
the "functions" 

1 
lim x 
fl-i-0 

and lim o<:2-:1 > 

:2 .... :1 
(3.19) 

are equivalent. We now also see that the distribution function 

(3.15) only obtains a meaning in the limit ti-+O if it is inter

preted in terms of generalized f unctions of higher order than 

the delta function. 

From Eqs. (3.10) and (3,11) fellows the 

to find Ntil (t1 ) particles in the volume element ti 1 ar.ound el 

at time t 1 , and N
62

Ct2 ) particles in ti 2 around e2 at time 

t 2 =tl +T! 

P[N81 Ct1 ),Nti
2

<t2 ) J =:'.0 P[N81 ,Nti
2
]exp[-n0 Ja: fa'! f<!>{1 -

(3.20) 



where Ea. (3.9) connects the states at times t 1 and t 2 1 

x<A2,f,y1t2l is unity for the particle with coordinates r,v 

beinç inside !i2 at time t 2 , and zero otherwise. 

We must consider four groups of particles: 

i.) the particles that tra vel from lil to ll2 in the time 

interval î, 
, . 

ii} thé particles that tra vel from [\ 1 to anothèr vol.Ullle 

element, 

iii) the particles that arrive in [12 at tune t2 without 

coming from l\ 
1

, 

iv) the particles that are neither in l\
1 

nor in l\ 2 at the 

time t 1 or time t
2

• 

These four groups correspond to the f our combinations of 

the characteristic functions x being zero or one. 

We define the. velocity y12 which connects the two volume 

elements 11 1 and ll2 in a time 1: 

19 

ei-pl 
. î (3.21) 

and we denote the corresponding volume element around y12 in 

velocity space by n12 W12 is in genera! a complicated func

tion of ll
1

,ti
2

, and 1). We can then rewrite Eq. (3.20) as 

follows: 

P[Nl\
1
(t1'),N

112
Ct2 ))=20p(N

81
,N

112
)exp[-n0 J df J dy fCy>{1 -

:Et.l Y€Ql2 

J dy f(v) 

:+yî€112 

{ 
-iÇ } f(yl 1-e · 1 -

{ _ -H2}l 
1 e . J . (3.22) 

The following relations hold in view of the normalization of f: 
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J a:: f(v) 

':'..:;: 12 

Hence we obtain: 

-e 1 2 -n A 1-f(v )Q 1-e 1 --i~ -i~ } { }{ -i~ } 
0 1 -12 12 ' 

(3.23a) 

(3.23b) 

(3.24a) 

[The last term in Eq. (3.22) is equivalent to the corresponding 

one with :E A2 , '!_f S& 12 , directly leading to the last term in 

Eq. (3.24)]. This expression can be evaluated in the same way 

as Eq. (3.15), the result being (under the assumpti~n that 

NA and NA are integer): N -k N -k 
1 2 NA Al 62 k 

-a
1
-a

2
-a

12 
~2 al a2 a12 

P{NA (tl),NA (t2))=e l 6(Nl,k), 
l 2 , k=O [N

81 
-k] ! [N

82 
-k) !k! 

(3.24b) 
where 

i 1,2 , 

and 

For the correlation function we find, according to Eos. (3.6) 

and (3.7): 
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"'N/\ (t1 )N/\ (t2 )> D- l 
l 2 1 N =O 

Il l 

I Nt N. Pl.Nr· Ct1>,Nt· c 
N =O ·1 '"2 ·1 ·2 

/::;2 

) j 

=n 2 6 2 +n 6 n f -
2 - 1 

[
p -p ] 

0 0 12 1 , 
( 3. 25) 

if we assume for convenience that 61 = 62 = 6. 

Since <NA Ct
1

)> =<NA ( )> = n
0
6, we thus have: 

1 2 

(
p -p ) 

<N, (t
1

)N. (t
2

)> -<N, (t
1

)><N, Ct
2

)> =n A !1 f - 2 -l. (3.26) 
"'1 "2 Lll Ll2 0 12 ;: , 

which may be considered as an extension of Eq. (3.17a) • 

In the case of a two-component gas the above results hold for 

each component separately. 

3.3 The electric rnicropotential in the Holtsmark model 

In order to obtain correct expressions, one must consider 

a gas consisting of two components with opposite charge such 

that neutrality as a whole is guaranteed. 

The micropotential at p1 due toa state {r.} (j =l ••• 2N) 
- -J 

is given by: 

N 2N 
<1> (e1 > = 1 e l e 

l. lr.-p 1 J lr.-0 1 1 

. 
j=l -J - j=N+l -J -

Instead of Eq. (3.3) we have, with the origin at e1= 

P(q>} = J~; eif;~ [ f':; exp(- i~e)]N[ tJ N 
exp r 

v v 

This leads to 

P(~) (3.27a) 

The inner integral does not converge. If, nevertheless, we 

approxirnate the eosine by an expansion to second order, we 

find the result of the continuum approximation without inter-
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actions [Eq. (4.27)]: 

2r 2 
] . (3.27b) 

Thè second integral is still divergent. In Section 5. 3 it will 

be shown that the. divergence is absent if intera:ctions are 

taken into account. 

The joint probability rnay also be written down irnrnediately 

frorn Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) and the expressions for $ at e1 
and €2 : 

{ ( 
e E; l e 1:2 ) 1J . . 

x l -cos lr-p I + lr+v-r-p I f. • (3.28) 
- -1 - - -2 

This expression also contains divergent integrals. We can, 

however, write down its second moment [Eq. (3.13)]: this ex

pression also consists of divergent integrals, which may be 

conne.cted to the correlation functions for density and elec

tric field. The connection between these two will be shown 

explicitly at the.end of the next section. 

l 
1 ~+~-r-e2 I • 

(3.29) 

3.4 The electric microfield in the Holtsmark model 

For the electric microfield the results of the two-compo

nent gas can be obtained from the single-component case by 

the replacement n
0 

+ 2n
0

; there is no qualitative difference 

as there is for the potential. This is due to the vecto.rial 
1 

character of the field, in contrast to the scalar character 

of the potential. Therefore, we consider the one-component 

gas. The electric rnicrofield in p1 due toa state {r.} is 
- -J 

given by: 



(3.3Q) 

From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5} we then find for the distribution 

for the vectorial E, with the origin again at e1 : 

PH(E_) =-
1-· Jdt;; exp{u;.E -n GH(t;;.,E)}, 

( 2ir) 3 - . - - 0 • - -
(3.31) 

wttere QQ 

G8 (~,~) =4ir J dr rtl -~:sin!~} == ~; /2iT(et;;)f 
0 

. ( 3. 32) 

is Eq. (3.5) for g er/r 3
• 

We introduce the unit of field strength En and a reduced 

field strength ~ according to: 

( 3. 33) 

23 

After some further reductions we then öbtain for the distribu-

tion for the magnitude B 
gular coordinates of ~: 

l~I by an integration over the an-

2 
00f . { (2.tïiU (x] :!-} P8 (S)dS = irB dB dx xsinx exp - ---s-5-J l . . 
0 

It will be noted that the second moment 

"" 
<B 2 >H = J dBB 2 P8 (8) 

0 

(3.34) 

is infinite. If we had introduced a lower cutoff r
0 

in the in

tegral of Eq. (3.32), we would have obtained the Gans distribu

tion [Ref. !, Section 2, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7)]. ~he second mo~ 

ment of the Gans distribution, in contrast to that of the 

Holtsmark distribution, is finite: 

<B2> - 4nnoe 1 - ( 3 )+ 
Ga - --r- E2 - r 4irn • 

0 0 0 
(3.35) 

n 

The infinity of the second moment of the Holtsmark distribution 
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9•-. 

is apparently caused by permitting too large probab~lities 

for states with anelectron (or ion) close to, or at the Auf

punkt p1; such states are drastically eliminated in the Gans 
- 1 

model. A generalized model using weight functions n~ar the 

Aufpunkt is also described in Ref. 1· 
To obtain the joint probability for .the microfields at 

distinct points e1 , e
2 

and at times t 1 , t 2 , we must.substi

tute for Q in Eq. (3.11): 

e(r(t)-p) - - (3.36) 

where :<t1) and :<t2) are connected through Eg. (3.9). We 
shall not explicitly write down the probability distribution, 

since it is obvious from Eqs. (3.10), (3.11), and (3.36). In 

order to obtain the correlation function, Eq. (3.13), we 

notice that the first term there vanishes because each of the 

integrals does so separately, due to symmetry. Hence: 

e(:-e1)K 
lr-p I~ 

- -1 

e<:+y-r-e2> 
l:+y-r-e2l3 

(3.37) 

This expression may also be derived from the general expres

sion (2.7b) if the appropriate features of the Holtsmark mod

el are employed. 

Equation (3.37) has been numerically evaluated for all 

cases [K//À; KJ.À; K,À// Ce1-e2 ); K,H{e1-e2>J in Ref. 1• 
In the ~ans model the difficulty occurs how to introduce 

the lower cutoff of the : integration with respect to two 

different points ei•e2 (compare the end of the first part of 
this section). Since no solution has been found yet we re

strict ourselves to the case that ei and e2 coincide. In the 

G function the r integration is then over all values of r 

with 1:1 >r
0

, moreover f is anisotropic since a particle may 

not enter the small sphere during the time interval Ct1 ,t2 ): 
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<lO 21T 1T 00 211 11 

GG<e1 1 h•e2 1 b> = J dr r2 f d<I> Jae sine Jav v2 f d$ f de x 
J v J v 

ro 0 0 0 0 1'.lm 

xf(v,e,qi) [1-exp{-1~1·~<:'~'e1•t1) - 1b·~<~/~·e2,t2>}] (3.38) 

Om is a function of r
0 

and r. 

The corresponding correlation function is rather complicated; 

it is shown in Eq. (5.8) of Ref. ! and plotted for a choice of 

r and a • In the limit r , e +O the Holtsmark results are 
.o m o m 
obtained. 

We notice that the connection between correlation functions, 

as mentioned at the end of Section 2, turns out to hold for 

e.g. the density and the electric .field. That is, Rq. (3.37) 

may be derived from Eq. (3.26) and vice versa. By taking the 

divergences of the correlation tensor <EE> of Eq. (3.37) we 

obtain: 

(4'1îe) 2 

---- f(~12> • 
T3 

(3.39) 

If we divide this by e 2
, and multiply by T 3 ~n12 in order to 

obtain numbers of particles instead of densities, we find 

agreement with Eq, (3,26). Application of the~ operators on 

the correlation function of the potential [Eq. ( 3. 29 >] leads 
to that of the field. 
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4. Continuum model without interactions 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to describe the state of the plasma we divide the 

volume V into K cells, each of which is supposed to contain, 

on the average, many particles. For a sufficiently accurate 

descriptlon the ·cells .must not be .too large. A microscopie 

state .is .now given by the set of occupation numbers of the 

cells. {Nj}, Nj being that of the jth cell. For simplicity we 

again consider an electron gas against a uniform positive 

background. Jackson and Klein (2b) have shown that the case 
of a two-component gas, not necessarily with equal charge num

bers, may be formally reduced to this case (this may be seen 

from-a comparison of out: Equations (5.3), (4.5) to their Equa
tions 8, 10,respectively). If the charge numbers are equal 

the only difference is a multiplication of the averagedensity 

by 2, i.e. replacing n
0 

by 2n
0

• In Appendix E the equations 
fora two-component gas are.given; they are used in Sections 

4.4 and 5.3 for the potential. 

In plasma physics also the case of a (hot) öne-.component 

.gaaagainst a uniform (cold) background is _i.nteresting" In 
order to keep the formalism simple we shall treat explicitly 
the one-component gas, and only state the corresponding re

sults for the two-component gas. 

It is appropriate to say something about this method of 
description. The cells and occupation numbers constitute 

discrete sets. Nevertheless, we shall approximate, at a cer

tain stage, sums by integrals. This is equivalent to dividing 
the elèctrons into smaller particles indefinitely, keeping 
the ratio e/m fixed. Therefore, the condition of not too 

large cells each containing many particles, will be automat

ically satisfied in this limit; its physical meaning tHere

fore is a bit obscure. In fact the condition is connected to 
the replacement of discrete sums by continuous sums, i.e. in

tegrals. This will depend on the system to be described. How

ever, it is convenient to start from the picture of cells 
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with the conditions mentioned 1 but it is useful to remember 

that the real assumption lies in the transition to integrals. 

An important advantage of this method is that collective 

interàctions between cèlls can be inclUded. This also holds 

for time-dependent problems, since in the liinit è, m +O, e/m · 

f.ixed, the Vlasov-Poisson syst!;!i:n of equations àpplies; of 

which the solution in the linear regime is known. As a pre

liminary we first consider tbe .case wi.thout intè:ractions. 

4.2 General forinalism (time-independent and -dependent) · 

The probability for a particle to be in cell j is b. ./V, 
J . 

lij being the volume of the cell. Hence, a state with the oc-
. cupation numbers {N.} is given by {2ar 10): 

J. --

K [ll ·1Nj 1 
PC{Njl> = c.rr -V N.', f4.ll 

J=l . . J •. 

where the Nj have·to satisfy the condition: 

K 

jil Nj = N I 
(4.2) 

with N fixed and C being a normalization constant. 

Since N. >> 1 we may approximate the factorials in Eq, 
J 

(4.1) by Stirling's formula, and then P may be approximated 

by an expansion to second order in the N. about its maximum 
) 

(2a,.!Q_) which corresponds to the equilibrium state. This 

leads to the multiple Gaussian distribution for the devia
tions fr.om equilibrium: 

P({NJ.}) = .~ (21fN.)-)_i exp[-
j=l J 

(N. -N.) 2 J ] ] (4.3) 

(4 .4) 
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Physically we must have N. > O, but for mathematical conve-
J ! 

nience we may apply Eq. (4.3) for all values of N. from -w to 
J ' 

+oo since P becomes vanishingly small for the unphys~cal val~ 

ues of N. [as fong as N. » 1 in Eq. (4.3)]. 
J J 

Let Q be a quantity which is a linear superposit~on of con-

tributions from individual particles, like in the Holtsmark 

model [CEq. (3.2}]. We approximate the value of Q fo.r a micro

scopie state by a sum over cells: 

K K 
Q = I N.Çl. = l N.Q(r.) , 

j = l J J j= l J - J 
(4. 5) 

~j being the position of cell j. This is equivalent to Eq. 

(3.2), apart from the fact that all particles in one cell are 

lumped together with respect to their position. With the con

dition Nj >> 1 this obviously is an inaccurate description of 

the system in the neighbourhood of any single point (Aufpunkt). 

The Holtsmark model is better for that purpose, but in order 

to combine the advantages of each model we construct a mixed 

one in Chapters 6 and 7. 

When dealing with vectorial quantities, O may represent 

one component. The probability distribution for a scalar Q 

(like the number of particles in cell i, or a component of 

the electric microfield in e1>' is found in a straightforward 

calculation from the scalar version of Eg. (2.3). We substi

tute P({N.}) into that equationi on passing to continuous 
J 

variables {Nj} we arrive at the result: 

P(Q) [ 

ooJ dN. { 
exp -

c 21TN . l ~ 
-oo J 

On integration we obtain: 

(Q-Q} 2 J 
P(Q)dQ = dQ ~ exp[- 2B , 

(21TBO) Q 
(4.6a) 

in which Q is the first and BQ the second moment: 
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Q <Q> Z/ijoj ::: n f drQ{r) 
0 

{ 4 • 7) 

B = <(Q-Ö) 2 > = LjNj o.j ::: no drQ2 {r) Q - .. ( 4. 8) 

The generalization for a vectorial quantity in an isotropic 

system is obvious: 

{4.6b) 

It is easily seen that the first and second moments in con

tinuous form agree with those of the Holtsmark model; for 

example,the quantity 

becomes, with N. 
J 

n dr, 
0 -

(4.9) 

This is seen to be identical to the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.7), ob

serving that the last term there also vanishes if K ~ À for an 

isotropic system. 

For joint probabilities we follow the same procedure as in 

the Holtsmark model, but we naw have to consider cells in 

~ space. The occupation number of the cell around (r.,v.) will 
-J -J 

be indicated by Mj, and its volume by nj. Equation (4.1) for 

the probability of a microscopie state {M.} must be supplement
) 

ed by a kinetic energy factor. We shall consider a canonical 

ensemble: 
L g M. ~ 2 

P({M.}) = c.rr [~) J M~! exp[- :..Li], v 2 

J J=l J 2v~ e 
e (4.10) m 

The procedure to derive an approxirnate distribution function 

for fluctuations about equilibrium is similar to that for the 

time-independent case. For a derivation of the more genera! 

case with interactions we refer to Felderhof (~) or to Appen-
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dix D. The maximum value of Eq. (4.10), with respect ;to all 

Mj's, under the constraint of fixed total number of particles, 

aqain describes.the equilibrium state7 it turns out to be the 

state of uniform density and a Maxwellian velocity distribu

tion: 

(4~11) 

where ~L is the cell wi th index j in µ space. 
J 

The expansion to second order about equilibrium gives formally 

the same result as .that qiven in Eq. (4.3), but with Nj re

placed by Mj: 

Without interactions the states at times t 1 and t 2 
again connected by the linear relation: 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

For simplicity we assume all cells to have equal volumes; as 

a consequence particles in one cell constitute the groU:p of 

particles in one other cell. This leads to the relation: 

L 
9(fl2'tl+T) = l M. (tl+T)Q. (p2) 
- - j=l J -J -

=.l:.M.Ct1>rQ.(p2,t1.>] ..• 
1 1 ~] - - . . r.-r.+v.T,vj=v'.· . ~J -1 -1 . - -1 

(4.14) 

Let i5M1 Ct1 ) be the deviation from equilibrium in cell i at 

time t 1 : 

If we substitute Eqs •. (4.12) and (4.14) in Eo. (2.2), we ob

tain: 
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The evaluatiori is a bit tedious but straightforward·and yields: 

x 

(4.16) 

where in the continuum limit 

(4.17) 

2 

AQ,2(=Ao,1> D noJd: fd~ fMB<!>{QÀC:+!'·~2·t1+T)} , (4.18) 

and 

These quantities actually are the first and seco~d moments (cf. 

Appendix B) : 

<QK> = Q-K 1 l , (4.20a) 

(4 .20b) 

(4.20c) 
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4.3 The density in the continuum model (without in~eractions) 

The probability distribution for the number of particles 

in a single cell follows directly from that for a ~tate, since 

the latter gives the probability for the numbers of particles 

in all cells. For one cell, say Ai, one obtains: 

1 [-(N.-Ni)2J 
_ \ exp -_;;;;:'---"'--

( 2 TIN.) 2N. 
l. 1 

P(Ni) 

with first and second moments: 

<N. > 
1 

(4.21) 

which is seen to agree with Eq. (3.17a). The remarks on the 

limit for Ai ~ 0 made in Section 3,2 also apply here. Equation 

(4.21) can be obtained from the general expression (4.6a) by' 

taking. for Qi the characteristic function x as defined by Eq. 

(3.14} for the density distribution in the Holtsmark model. 

To find the joint probability one can use a derivation 

parallel to the one in the Holtsmark model (second!part of 
Section 3.2). To keep thingssi..mple we shall only èvaluate Eq. 

(3.24) by an expansion up to second order, as mentioned in 

Section 3.2. Let N1 be the required number of particles in· 

cell A1 , similarly N2 for cell A2 , and let again A
1

=A2 =A, 

then: 

-noAl{l-Ql2 f(!12> }(il;;l+~s~}-noA2{l-Ql2 f(!12l }(il;;2+Î s~>] = 

=[2Tin
0

A{1 -st~ 2 f 2 (!12 } f]- 1 
x 

f(!12> J I 
(4.22) 
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remembering that n12 is a volume element in velocity space, 

dependent on ~ 1 .~ 2 , and T. The second moments are again found 

by comparison with the standard expressions for multivariate 

Gaussian distributions (Appendix B): 

(4.23) 

The last expression agrees with the results shown in Eq. (3.26) 

for the second moment of the corresponding distribution in the 

Holtsmark model. 

4.4 The electric micropotential in the continuum model 

(without interactions) 

We consider the case of a two-component plasma. Since we 

neglect interactions the occupation numbers of each of the 

components are distributed according to a Gaussian, and the 

joint distribution is the product of the separate ones. We 

introduce the deviations from equilibrium and distinguish the 

occupation numbers for positive and negative particles by the 

subscripts +,-, respectively: 

ÖN.+ 
J-

The potential at p1 then becomes: 

Hence we need the distribution fór the quantity: 

(4.24) 

It may easily be found from the separate distributions for 

oN.+ and öN. according toa simplified version of a trans-) J-
formation used by Jackson and Klein (2b). Since we assumeà 
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= N. we simply write N. and introduce the additional vari-
J- ] 

· · The distr .i,bution function then reads [cf. Eq. ( 4. j >] : 

P({ON ·+• oN. }) 
. . .J r = ~ ·+exp[-

j=1 21l"N. . 
] 

or·· 

oN~+ oN~ J 
_J.!. - --1::. 

- - .1 
2N. 2N. · 

] J 

The distribU:tion for n. separately is found by integrating 
. . . J . . 

over m. • Wi th the •. techniques described in Section 4. 2 i t is ·. J . . ... . . •.. . . • 
easy toderive from the dist.tibution of the nj and Eq. (4.24) 

the distribution for •<e 1 >. In analogy with Ecrs. (4.6a) and 

(4.8) we.arrive at: 

( ( } ) 1 L exp[-.· ·24>B2] ' P 41 ei = "2 

(2nB$) . . • 
(4.25a) 

(4.25b) 

hence, the second moment <• 2 > = B• is infinite. This distribu
tion agrees with the second-order. approximation of the Holts-· 

mark distrfbution [Eg. (3.27)]. As noted there. the divergence 

of B4> will be el.iminated .by considering a hot gas and taking 

interactions into account. !nthe case that.the positive ~r

ticles only form a Uniform positive background, 2n must be 
: . 0 ' 

replaced by n
0

• 

For the joint probability we 

used for deriving Eq• (4~18}: 

find by the same methods as 

P($1(pl,tl),<j)2(f)2,t2))= 1 /i expr-
. .. - - . 21f(BcP-CcP) l 

1 

Bp·~+Bp·~-2Cp4>l<P2 ] 
1 

2(B2 -C 2 ) • • 
( 4. 26) 
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in which the new parameter enters: 

1 1 (4.27) 

this quantity agrees with the second moment in the Holtsmark 

model [Eq. (3.29)] for two components. 

4. 5 The electric microfield in the continuum model (without int.) 

Like in the Holtsmark model (Section 3.4) the results for 

the electric microfield in a two-component gas of opposite 

charges follow from these of the one-component gas by the re

placement n
0 

~ 2n
0

• This even holds if interactions are taken 

into account, .provided the charge numbers are equal and the 

total charges are inserted. Thequestion will be elaborated 

in Section 5.4 and Appendix E. Therefore, we here again re

strict ourselves to the single-component case. 

For Q we now must take, restricting ourselves to separate 

components: 

K 
e(r."'-p

1
) 

-J - , Q(r) 

lr.-P 1 1
3 

-J -

e(:-el)K 

l:-e1 I 3 

From Eqs. (4.6a) and (4.8) we find: 

-K 
since E <e 1 > = o, while 

n e 2 

0 

EK(el)2] 

2BE 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

( 4 .• 30) 

is the second moment, which is infinite. This second moment is 

exactly the same as in the Holtsmark model. Here it is imoera

tive to introduce the correction due to Gans (cf. Section 3.4), 

since the distribution itself is expressed in terms of the 

second moment. l"Tith the restriction of the l;:l-integration in 



Eq. (4.30) to values of l:-e1 1 larger than r
0 

one finds: 

41Tn e 2 

0 

The distribution for the magnitude l~I becomes [cf. Eq. 

( 4. 6b >] : 

P{E)dE 

with 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

( 4. 33) 

One may express these equations in terms of the dimensionless 

field strength B as introduced in $ection 3.4. 

The joint probability for the field components fellows 

from Eq. (4.16): 

The new parameter 

equals the.second moment <EKEÀ>. 

À 
(:+~T-~2) 

lr+VT-p 13 
- - -2 

(4.34) 

( 4. 35) 

In the case that e1 = e2 the cutoff r
0 

may be unambiguously 

introduced. This point has already been discussed in Section 
KÀ 3.4, since CE agrees with the second moment of the Holtsmark 

model. 
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5. Continuum model with interactions (time-independent) 

5.1 General formalism 

We first consider an electron gas against a positive back

ground and restrict ourselves to the time-independent case, 

since the time-dependent one is rather elaborate and will be 

treated in the mixed model (Chapter 7). 

In the canonical ensemble the distribution of states in 

configuration space becomes, instead of Eq. (4.1): 

where 

rilt' 1 1 1 1 
·v{N.} =- l N.N.v1 .- l N.n t.kv.k+ - I n

0
2 t.kt. 0 vk 0 

J 2 i , j l. J J i , k l. 0 l. 2k , R. )(, )(, 

is the potential energy of the state {Nj} and 

e2 
lr.-r. j 
-l. -J 

( 5. 1) 

(5.2) 

the potential energy between two particles, one in cell i and 

the other in cell j. The primes on the sununation signs indicate 

that some kind of average must be taken for the potential ener

gy between the particles in one cell. This will be relevant for 

the distribution of the density or for that of the number of 

particles in a cell. For the potential or electric field the 

difficulty will be automatically eliminated. The two last terms 

in Eq. (5.2) represent the interaction with the background and 

of the backgroµnd with itself; they serve to cancel the uniform 

part (N. =n t.., N. = n t..) of the first term. 
l. 0 l. J 0 J 

"!'1e shall not describe in detail how the maximum term 

(the equilibrium) and fluctuations about eauilibrium are found. 

Again, like in Section 4.2, one must observe the constraint of 

fixed total number of particles [Eq. (4.2)]. One finds (see 

Ref. 2a or lOa, or Appendix D): 
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P({Ni}) «exp[- ~ I' r 0~j + e
2 

] (N.-Ni) (N.-N.}l 
i, j ~ N e 1 r ...:r . 1 i J J J 

i -i -J 

(5.3) 

.where N1 = n
0

A1 , the equilibrium occupation number of cell i. 

It is convenient to introduce the space of functions over 

cells. A vector in this space is any function which ,has as ar

gument the index of the cells, e.g. the fluctuation in occupa

tion numbers öN. = N.-N. gives the vector 
' .] J J 

(5.4} 

Sometimes it is also useful to make this space irifinite dimen

sional by passing to the continuous picture, letting K + 00 

and, simultaneously, the volumes of the cells tend to zero. 

A component öN. will then pass into óN(~), where r. passes 
' J ' - -J 
into !;'. .An inner product in this space may be defined as: 

(x,y) =/J:. x.y.+ Jdrx(r)y(r) 
l.l.l. - - -

(5.5a} 

with x1 + x(!;'ld:, yi + yC:>· ThiS definition applies, for in
stance, if x1 represents the number of particles .in cell 1, 

and y 1 the potential.due to one particle; (x,y) then is the 

total potential at, say, the origin, If xi and y1 both rep
resent the potential, an additional factor ti1 , the vo·lume of 

the cell, must be inserted in the definition: 

(5.5b} 

Similar factors will be sometimes needed for the matrices we 

shall encounter; .the matrix A of Eq. (5. 7), for instance, 

needs no additional factors, since it transforms to the con
tinuous form by itself [cf. Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10)] but its. 

inverse, Eq. (5.13), gives two additional factors b; for in

stance, with x and y as in Eq. (5,Sa), we have: 

(x,Ay) ... l·. xi· A ... y. ti. -+ Jar x(r)Jdr'A(r,r')y(r') (5,Sc) 
l.J l.J J J - - - - - -



Usually, with the occurring naturally, no addition-

al factors have to be inserted; only if one considers quanti-
-1 -1 

ties like e.g. (6N, A ÖN), with A as defined in Eq. (5.13) 

this may occur. We shall refer to this space as C space. 

Let us now substitute Eo. (5.3) into the scalar version of 

Eq. (2.3). We then obtain for the probability fora value of 

the quantity Q of the form (4.5): 

P(Q(p
1

)) a::; (QJ l expr- -
2
1 (öN,A6N)-(b,N+6N)J , 

- op - {oN.} l 
J 

{5.6) 

in which A is a matrix in C space with elements: 

A .. 
ö .. 
_!J. + e2 

(5.7) 
1] N. e lr.-r. j 

1 -1 -J 

and b is a vector with components bj = 

In the continuous picture 

irn .. 
J 

Il (r-r') 
+ (5.8) 

and 

b(r) = it;O(r). (5.9) 

We here used the transition [Eo. (3,19)]: 

ö .. 
_!J. .... ö(r-r'). 

/:;. - - (5.10) 

The singularity for r =r' (or r. =r.) causes no difficulties 
-1 -J 

since it is integrable in three dimensions. 

We now make use of the following relation: 

If A is a symmetrie, positive definite KxK matrix, then 

f dx exp [- ~ (x,Ax)-(b,x)J =a::/~ exp [~ (b,A- 1 b)J (5.11) 

det A being the determinant of A and A- 1 its inverse, 

Moreover, the exponent on the right-hand side is the maxi

mum value of the one on the left-hand side. 
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Hence, one can find (b,A- 1 b) and the integral (or summation 

in a discrete c space) hy evaluating that maximum value (2a,10). 

Not for all purposes it is necessary to calculate det A, since 

it may drop out due to normalization. In the case ~hat no cut

offs are introduced, A- 1 may be calculated explicitly (IOc) 

in the continuous picture, with the result: 

k~ exp 1 r-:' 1 ) 
A- 1 (r,r') =n ó(r-r')-n 

4
1T ___ .;;;._ __ _ 

0 - - 0 1 1 :-::' 
Occasionally we shall use the approximate expression: 

exp(-k0 1:i-:;I) 

lr.-rJ. I 
-l. -

(5.12) 

(S.13) 

where we introduced the Debye wave number k 0 , the inverse of 

the Debye length À
0

: 

[ 41Tn0e
2 ]~ 

k = = À-l 
D 0 D 

(5.14) 

Equation {5.12) may be checked by evaluating AA- 1 directly; 

this is a bit tedious, but straightforward. Related integra

tions are carried out in Appendix A. 

From Eq. (5.6) we then obtain, applying Eq. (5.11): 

(5.15) 

This integral may be evaluated straightforwardly: 

1 exp[- (QCe2B1>-ÖJ2], P(Q(pl)) = \ 
- (2'1l'BQ) Q 

(5.16) 

where Q Lj ijoj, and 

Bon l OkAk~Ot ::: fa:; J a:;'o<:;>A-1 <:•:'>o<:'>, 
k,! 

(5.17) 

wbich is the second moment <(Q-Q) 2 >. 
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As noticed before, the last expression is equal to the max

imum term in the first exponent in Eo. (5.11); it may be found 

by solving a variational problem. In some simple cases it may 

also be found directly if A- 1 is known. However, if a lower 

cutoff r
0 

is introduced, or in the case of the mixed model, 

A- 1 is not explicitly known but (b,A- 1 b) is, through the solu

tion of the variational problem, provided that b is some spe

cial function (e.g. corresponding to potential or field). 

In order to obtain joint probabilities for the values of a 

quantity at two positions at one time, one can utilize Eq. 

(2.2) for t 2 == t 1 . One then obtains a sirnple extension of Eg. 
(5.6): 

P (Ql <e 1) ,Q2 ( !?2)) "'Eop (Ql ,Q2) { tN.} exp [-~( oN ,AON) - (b12 ,N+óN)J , 

J 

(5.18) 
where now b 12 differs from b according to: 

(5.19) 

or in the continuous picture: 

(5.20) 

The analogue of Eg. (5.15) becomes: 

(5.21) 

The evaluation is again straightforward (cf. also Appendix B) 

x 

xexp[-
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where BQ,l = BQ, 2 BQ [Eq. ( 5. 1 7 >] and 

{5.23) 

It may aqain be noticed that jch12 ,A- 1 b 12 ) in Eq. (5.21) is 

the maximum value of the exponent in Eq. (5.18). Therefore, 

in order to calculate CQ, one now has to solve a variational 

probl.em in terms of b 12 instead of b. For the density and the 

poterÎtial the calculation of c
0 

may be done straightforwardly 

if no cutoffs are introduced around e1 or e2 • Since we have 

two distinct points e1 and e2' it is then also possible to 
find c

0 
for the field, simply by taking gradients with respect 

to ,e 1 .,e2 of c
0 

for the potentials (cf. end of. Section 5.2). 

However, to find an explicit expression for BQ,l'BQ, 2 in the 
case.of .the electric field one must introduce a lower cutoff 

r (cf. Section 4.5 and Appendix B), hence the model must yet 
0 

be extended in order to cover such cases. 

5.2 The density in the continuum model (with interactions) 

We already observed that, in order to obtain the distribu

tion for the number of particles in cell i, say, Q must be 
the characteristic function defined in Eq. {3.14). From Eqs. 

( 5 • 16) , { 5 ~ l 7) , and ( 5 • 13) we then obtain : 

l [ (Ni-Ni) J 
t exp - 2B , 

( 2n8N) '2 N 

-k0 lr. -r .1 
-1. -J } 

e lr -r -1 
-i -] 

{5.24) 

(5 .25) 

is equal to the second moment <N~> -<N.> 2 ~ the prime indicates 
l. l. 

that the summation is restricted to cell i. We see that pre-

cisely the only remaining term is not defined (r. =r.) , a.nd 
-J -1. . 

here we ought to carry out some kind of average over particles 

in one cell, as mentioned in connection with Eq. (5.2) .(defini-



tion of potential energy). We shall not go into this point 

here, hut only notice that this term is positive and must be 

smaller than unity, hence the second moment is decreased by 

taking into account interactions, as expected. 
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It does not seem possible to find an exolicit exnression 

for BN in the case of a lower cutoff r
0 

around the origin, 

since the knowledge of BN is equivalent to that of all the 

matrix elements of A- 1
• In the case of a cutoff these elements 

are defined through an equation which has no explicit solu

tion. This difficulty does not occur for the potential or 

electric field [Eqs. (5.32) and (5.38) respectively], since 

these elements only enter in an integral which can be evalu

ated explicitly [See remarks after Ea. (5.23)]. 

Further we want to observe that the interactions introduce 

a correlation between the numbers in different cells, due to 

the cross terms (Ni-Ni) (Nj-Nj) in Eq. (5.3), which are absent 

if e is set equal to zero there, From Eq. (5.3) and the def

inition (5.7) one can immediately write down the correlation 

function for the deviation from the equilibrium numbers in 

two cells i and j at one time [cf. Appendix B, Eq. (B8)]: 

<(N . - N. ) (N . - N . ) > = < óN • ÖN • > = A -l.. J~ • 
l. l. J J l. J 

(5.26a) 

From this the correlation function in the continuous descrip

tion follows. It is nothing else than the correlation func

tion for the density fluctuations, in the continuous picture: 

<on (r)on (r') > 

n ö (r-r') -n 
0 - - 0 

k 0
2 exp(-k !r-r'I> 

D - - (S.26b) 

Since P({Ni}) is a multivariate Gaussian distribution [Eq. 

(5.3)] the joint distribution P(N1 ,N2 ) must also be Gaussian. 

By comparison with the expressions in Appendix B the latter 

distribution then proves to be given by: 
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(5.27) 

where 

(5.28) 

(For convenience we assumed ~i ~j' Ni Nj). 
The same result is of course obtained as an application of 

Eq. (5.22). 

5.3 The electric micropotential in the continuummodel (with 

interactions) 

We consider the two-component case. As mentioned in the in

troduction of Chapter 4,and shown in Appendix E, this case is 

formally the same as that of one component with uniform back

ground. With the same substitutions as in the case without in• 

teractions (Section 4.4) we again obtain a Gaussian distribu

tion, here with the second moment [cf. Eq. (5.17)]: 

(5.29) 

where the factor 2 arises from the replacement n ~ 2n , A- 1 

0 0 
containing only n • This expression is evaluated in Appendix 

. 0 
Al, with the result: 

«P 2 > = k e int Dt (S.30) 

the subscript t refers to the two components. In general the 

Debye wave number for a two-component gas with charge numbers 

z+, z_ reads: 

( e2)~ 
k0 t = 4nCz!no+ +z~no->e • (S.31) 
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With a lower cutoff r
0 

around ei one obtains as second mo

ment, instead of Eq. (5.30): 

kDte 
l+kDtro • 

(5.32) 

The calculation is presented in Appendix A2. lt is important 

to notice that this result is obtained by solving the proper 

variational problem. It would be wrong to simply introduce 

the lower cutoff in Eq. (5.29), since also A- 1 is affected. 

It is easy to see from the derivation that the joint prob

ability for the potentials at two different points (but at 

the sarne time) is a double Gaussian, with the mixed second mo

ment (correlation function): 

«p(p
1

)qi(p
2

)>. t =2 Jar Jar• e A- 1 (r,r') e 
- - in - - lr-p 1 lr'-p 1 

- -1 - -2 

(5.33) 

According to the calculation in Appendix B this is equal to: 

(5.34) 

The equations (5.29) and (5.30) may be obtained as the lim

its of the two last equations for e2 + ei• respectively. We 

notice that the case without interactions (Section 4.4) may be 

recovered by taking the limit of infinite temperature (6 +~), 

leading to infinite second moments, and a delta function for 

the probability distribution. 

Equation (5.34) agrees with the correlation function for 

the density, Eq. (5,26b): 

considering that 

-:>.r 
(V2 -:>.2) e 

r 
-41Tó(r) 
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5.4 The electric microfield in the continuum model (with inter

actions} 

We consider the one-component gas of negative charge against 

a positive background. The results are an extension 01f those 

in Section 4.5. 

The single probability distribution is Gaussian: 

K ) [ P(E (p
1
}} = ~exp -

- (2nBE . t} ,in 

with [cf. Eq. (5.17)]: 

EK (el} 2 J 
2BE . t _,in 

(r 1 -p ) K 
- -1 

1 r'-p l 3 

- -1 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

This expression shows a divergence only for the lower bounda

ries (:, ~· +e1 >. It may be cured by the Gans device, a lower 

cutoff for the : and ~· integrations at r 0 • Shifting the ori

gins of integration to ei we then obtain, remembering Eq. 

(5.12): 

n e 2 J dr f dr' rK 
o - - r3 

lrl>r lr'l>r 
0 0 

-k 1r-r'1 
D - - J 

e 1:-:'1 J 
(5.37) 

The calculation of this expression can be accomplished 

most simply in the way mentioned in Section 5.1, by solving 

the variational equation connected to Eq. (5.11). This prob

lem has beén solved by Jackson (2a) and is explicitly con

sidered in Appendix A3. The result is: 

4nn e 2 

0 1 (5.38} 

If one wishes to calculate joint probabilities for the
1 

elec

tric fields at distinct points (at one time) , one runs, into 

the difficulty encountered before: how to introduce the cut

off r 0 with respect to two points. 
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6. The Holtsmark-continuum model 

6.1 General formalism 

For simplicity we first consider an electron gas against a 

positive background. The description of the model will be 

based on that of the continuUnl model. A state is again given 

by a set of occupation numbers of the cells into which the 

volume vis divided. However, we shall riow not require that 

there be many particles in a cell. 

The probability for the realization of a certain state {Nj} 

is given in Eq. (5.1), still with the condition of a fixed 

total number of particles [Eq. (4.2)]. For reference we repeat 

these equations: 

K h. N. 

P({Nj}) =C~~l(~] J N~!]exp[- *li'{Nj}J ·' 

K 
l NJ. 

j=l 
N • 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

At first we shall restrict ourselves to the case of time
independen t processes without in teradtions ( 'lÎ = 0) • ·The nor

malization constant may then be calculated since the product 

in Eq. (6.1) constitutes, under the condition (6.2), a multi

nomial coefficient (see e.g. Ref.!!): 

' ' K (~) Nj 1 C ( h..) N l P({Nj}>=cI .n v N.!=N! I~ · 
{Nj} {Nj} )=1 J 

If we require this to be equal to unity it fellows that 

C =N! since I tij= v. Introducing n
0 

=N/V we obtain:· 

K 
P({N.}) = N! Il 

J NN j=l 

N. 
(nol'ij) J 

Nj! 

The average of N1 becomes: 

() r ti.]N 
i . = ' N1P ( { N . }) = n t. a ( ) l ' -1. = n l'i 

" l. di.} J o i noAi lj V o i . 
J 

( 6. 3) 

(6.4) 
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If in Eq. (6.3) we replace n0~j by Nj we may regar? it as a 

kind of Poisson distribution (~,~) for many variables. 

The average of a quantity A which is a function' of the Nj 

of the form: 

K 
A = II 

j=l 

N. 
R.J 

] 

is given by 

Ä 

where again we made use of the multinomial expansion. 

For large N we obtain: 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6. 7) 

The derivation of the probability distribution for a quantity 

oce 1 > is similar to that in the continuum model. The value of 

rQ at e1 is again approximated by Eq. (4.5), but now we are 

allowed to take the cells near e1 small, which ensures that 

the approximation is much better. From Eq. (2.3) we then find 

(the origin being at e1>= 

-if;Q{N.} N! K 
P(Q)dQ =dQ E (Q) l e J - II 

. op {N.} NN j=l 

with 
.K 

Q{NJ.} D- l N.Q. 
j=l J ] 

J 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The exponential in the sununation of Eq. (6.8) is of the form 

of Eq. (6.5) ~ hence, we may write for large N [cf. Eq. (6. 7)]: 

where 
K 

I 
j=l 

(6.10) 

N.{l -exp(-il;Q.)} 
J ] 

(6.11) 
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The analogous expressions for a vectorial quantity Q are ob-

vious. 

Consider now the limit where, apart from N, also v,K + 00 , 

such that the size of the cells approaches zero {implying that 

K approaches faster to infinity than N,V) and, moreover, with 

N/V = n
0 

fixed. We may then replace the summation by an in

tegration. With N. = n A. we therefore obtain: 
J 0 ) 

n GHC(~,Q) =n Jdr {l -exp(-i!;Q(r))} , 
0 0 - -

(6.12) 

which leads to nothing else than the Holtsmark distribution 

[Eqs. (3. 4, 5)] . 

Let us now consider another approximation. Expanding the 

exponential in Eq. ( 6. 11) to sec.and order in ~, and replacing 

the summation by an integration we get: 

n G
8

c<t;;,Q) =n Jdr{i~Q(r) +-
2
1 ~ 2 Q(r)2} • 

0 0 ~ - -
(6.13) 

This leads straightforwardly to the continuum model, Eq. 

(4.6a). 

To introduce the -mixed- Holtsmark-continuum model we re

place the summation in Eq. (6.11) by an integration and split 

the range into two parts, one from 0 to R, and one from 

R to 00 • In the second integral we expand the exponential to 

second order and in the first we introduce a lower cutoff r • 
0 

[The validity of the expansion depends on the choice of R 

and on Q: since ~ assumes all real values it cannot be simply 
justified. In order to do so one must analyze the functions 

involved, which we have done for a special choice of Q (Ap

pendix c)]. We obtain: 

r=R 

n0 GHC (f; ,Q) =n
0 

f d:{ 1-exp (-i~Q <:»} + in0~ J dr Q(r) + 
r=r

0 
r>R 

+ ~ nof;2 Ja: 0<:>2 . 
r>R 

( 6 .14) 

At this stage we cannot introduce joint probability distribu

tions, because of the naw well-known difficulty how to intro-
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duce the cutoffs at r
0 

and R around the two different points 

of observation. For the time-dependent case and joint probabi

lities in one point we refer to Section 7. 

For a gas of more fluctuating components without inter

actions the fórmulas above, or simple extensions of ~hem, are 

valid for each separate species. 

6.2 Specific quantities in the Holtsmark-continuum mo~el 

The derivation of the distribution for the density, or 

bet ter the number of particles in a volume element, is simi-

lar to the derivations in each of the other two models. If 

the volume element is outside the sphere with centre at e 
and radius R, to be indicated by <e11 R), one finds the Gaus

sian of the continuum model [Eqs. (3.18), (4.21)], but if 

the cell is inside, the Holtsmark distribution [Eqs. (3.15) 

and (3.16)], which is not surprising. 

The mixed model without interactions does not improve the 

divergences encountered.for the potential, as was to be ex

pected. Therefore, we shall concentrate on the microfield 

and on the case with interactions. 

We take for Q(r) (origin at e1 >: 
er 

(6.15) 

In Eq. (6.14) products of l; and Q become inner products of 

vectors~ After having performed the angular integrations in 

r space and on passing from the radial integration variable 

r to u = e~/r2 we find: 
e~/r~ 

J du 
el;/R2 

41Tn e 2 
u -sin u + o ~ 

ut 3R 2 
(6.16) 

For a discussion of the validity of the expansion to sebond 
order, see Appendix c. 

Since G only depends on the magnitude ç; of § we can per

form the angular integrations in the expression for P(E) 
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[the vectorial ve.rsion of Eq. (6.10)]: 

dE 
00 

P(E)dE = ~-- Jd~ ~sin(~E)exp{-n0GHC(!;;,E)} • (6.17) 
- - 2ir 1 E O -

As expected, this only depends on the magnitude of E. Hence, 

the distribution for l~I = E becomes: 

" 
P(E)dE =4nE 2 dE P(E) =~EdE Jdç; !;;sin(t,;E)exp{-n0G8C(C~)} • 

0 (6.18) 

Similarly, one finds for the distribution of one component, 
say Ez: 

I _x J J dt,; it,;.E-n G8c(!;;,E) 
d.t.: dEY ----e-- o -

(2'IT) 3 

or also 

both of which lead to 
00 

P(Ez)dEz =d~: Jdç; cos(!;;Ez)exp{-n0GHC(ç;,~)} • (6.19) 

-oo 

[we notice that the dependence of GHC on ~ 
the kind of dependence of GHC on ç;, or!;;'; 

GHC ( ç; 'Ez )] • 

or Ez only concerns 

in fact GHC(ç;,!) -

In terms of the dimensionless field 6 (Eq. (3.33)] one 
finds from Eqs. (6.16) and (6.18): 

P($)d$ = 2
: dB Jdç; i;;sin(!;;6)exp{-GHC(ç;,e)}, 

0 

where 

3 3 
= 2 ç:r u -sin u + ~ 172 

7 2 1,, I 

u'! 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 
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TABLE l 

e l 2 3 4 5 6 

0.1 0.005637 0.005438 0.005157 0 .004755 0.004202 0.004236 
0.2 0.022139 0.021372 0.020287 0.018726 0.016578 0.016711 
0.3 0.048330 0.046702 0.044395 0.041064 0.036454 0.036747 
0.4 0.082385 0.079720 0.075932 0.070434 0.062765 0.063268 
0.5 0.122019 0.118276 0.112937 0.105131 0.094134 0.094889 

0.6 0.164710 0.159985 0.153212 0.143223 0 .128977 0 .130011 
0.7 0.207925 0.202429 0.194507 0.182698 0.165610 0.166938 
0.8 0.249328 0.243356 0.234692 0.221615 0.202364 0.203985 
0.9 0.286942 0.280832 0. 271900 0.258223 0.237680 0.239585 
1.0 0.319251 0.313346 0.304633 0.291065 0.270203 0.272369 
1.1 0.345251 0.339859 0.331816 0.319037 0.298833 0.301228 
1.2 0.364442 0.359813 0.352812 0.341410 0.322765 0.325351 
1.3 0.376774 0.373083 0.367396 0.357827 0.341497 0.344234 
1.4 0. 382571 0.379913 0.375701 0.368269 0.354822 0.357665 
1.5 0.382434 0.380830 0.378145 0.372998 0.362793 0.365700 
1.6 0.377147 0.376553 0.375354 0.372495 0.365685 0.368615 
1. 7 0.367586 o. 367911 0.368083 0.367394 0.363941 0.366857 
1.8 0.354649 0.355768 0.357144 0.358414 0.358124 0.360993 
1.9 0.339198 0.340969 0.343349 0.346307 0.348865 0.351660 
2.0 0.322016 0.324293 0.327469 0. 331811 0.336822 0.339520 
2.1 0.303790 0.306433 0.310198 0.31!'>612 0.322639 0.325223 
2.2 0.285095 0.287975 0.292139 0.298327 0.306922 0.309380 
2.3 0.266396 0.269403 0.273799 0.280488 0.290219 0.292543 
2.4 0.248054 0.251096 0.255581 0.262534 0.273007 0.275193 
2.5 0.230338 0.233342 0.237802 0.244819 0.255686 0 ,257733 
2.6 0.213436 0.216346 0.22069.2 0.227616 0.238582 0.240492 
2.7 0.197469 0.200246 0.204413 0.211120 0.221949 0.223725 
2.8 0.182506 0.185123 0.189067 0.195470 0.205975 0.207624 
2.9 0.168574 0.171016 0.174708 0.180747 0.190794 0.192320 
3.0 0.155668 0.157928 0.161354 0.166995 0.176489 0.177900 
3.1 0.143762 0.145839 0.148996 0.154221 0.163105 0.164409 
3.2 0.132812 0.134711 0.137603 0.142411 0.150656 0.151860 
3.3 0.122766 0.124495 0 .127132 0.131532 0.139132 0.140244 
3.4 0.113566 0.115134 0.117530 0.121539 0.128505 0.129532 
3.5 0.105151 0.106570. 0.108740 0.112379 0 .118735 0<119685 
3.6 0.097459 0.098740 0.100701 0.103996 0.109775 0.110653 
3.7 0.090432 0.091587 0.093356 0.096333 0.101571 0.102384 
3.8 0.084011 0.085052 0.086646 0.089332 0.094069 0.094822 
3.9 0.078144 0.079081 0.080517 0.082937 0.087215 0.087913 
4.0 0.072780 0.073623 0.074916 0.077096 0.080954 0.081603 
4.2 0.063380 0.064064 0.065112 0.066880 0.070012 0.070574 
4.4 0.055486 0.056042 0.056894 0.058329 0.060872 0.061361 
4.6 0.048830 0.049283 0. 049977 o. 051146 0.053214 Q.053643 
4.8 0.043190 0.043561 0.044130 0.045085 0.046772 0.047151 
5.0 0.038388 0.038694 0.039161 0.039946 0.041329 0.041665 
5.2 0.034279 0.034532 0.034918 0.035566 0.036705 0.037005 
5.4 0.030744 0.030955 0.031276 0.031814 0.032756 0.033025 
5.6 0.027689 0.027865 0.028133 0.028582 0.029367 0.029609 
5.8 0.025035 0.025183 0.025409 0.025785 0.026442 0.026660 
6,0 0.022719 0 •. 022844 0.023035 0.023353 0,023905 0.024103 



6.2 
6.4 
6.6 
6.8 
7.0 

7.5 
8.0 
0·. 5 
9.0 
9.5 

10.0 

1 

0.020689 
0.018901 
0.017321 
0.015919 
0.014670 

0.012091 
0.010104 
0.008547 
0.007306 
0.006305 
0.005486 

TABLE 1 (continued) 

2 3 4 

0.020795 
0.018922 
0.017399 
0.015986 
0.014729 

0.012132 
0.010134 
0.008569 
0.007323 
0.006318 
0.005496 

0.020957 
0.019130 
0.017518 
0.016089 
0.014817 

0.012195 
0.010180 
0.008603 
0.007349 
0.006337 
0.005511 

0.021226 
0.019360 
0.017715 
0.016258 
0.014963 

0.012299 
0,010255 
0.008658 
0.007391 
0.006369 
0.005536 

Caption to Table I 

5 

0.021694 
0.019758 
0.018055 
0.016550 
0.015216 

0.012477 
0.010383 
0.008753 
0.007462 
0.006424 
0.005579 
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6 

0.021873 
0.019920 
0.018202 
0. 01668.3 
0.015336 

0.012569 
0.010455 
0.008809 
0.007507 
0.006464 
0.005618 

s 
1 
2 
3 
4 

dimensionless fieldstren9th, B 
HC model with interactions, 

" 

= E/En, Eq, (3.33), 
a = 0.4, y = 37.l,r /À0 =0.2843 
a = 0.3 " n " 

Il 

Il 

for l - 4 T = 10 000 K. 

a = 0.2 
a = 0.1 

5 HC model without interactions, a = 0.2, y 
6 Il y 

Il Il 

" Il 

TABLE 2 (Comparison of three models without interactions) 

0.2 
1.6 
4.0 

Holtsmark 

0.016579 
0.365676 
0.080953 

Gans(y = 5.0) 

0.016712 
0.368613 
0.081603 

Comment to Tables 1 and 2 

Holtsmark-cont.(y=5.0,a=0.2) 

0.016711 
0.368615 
0.081603 

The difference between the distributions of the Holtsmark-, the 

Gans-{!), and the Holtsmark-continuum model, all without interac

tions, is very small. The difference between the last two is less 

than 1%, for a reasonable choice of y ~ rn/r
0 

= S.O. For larger 

values of y, corresponding to higher temperatures, the agreement 

is even much better. The influence of the choice of R = rn/a is 

small, which may be seen from Table l, columns 5 and 6. The differ 

ences between these three models do not show up in a plot on the 

scale of Figures 1, 2, 3; therefore, only the Holtsmark-continuum 

model with interactions is plotted for some cases. 
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ê Q. 0.4 

l 0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 8.0 

Fiq. 1 Distribution of the electric microfield in the Holtsmark
continuum model with interactions, for n

0 
• l015/cm3, 

T • 10000 K, rn/À0 • 0.2843, y&rn/r
0 

= 37.1 [parameters 
defined in Eq. (6.22) ]. 
Two cases: a : rn/R • 0.4 and 0.1. 
H represents the Holtsmark distribution (Eq.(3.34)]. 

(6.22) 

Equation (6.20) bas been evualated numerically; the results 

are shown in Table 1, columns 5 and 6 for the cases a =0.2, 

y = 37. 1 and a = 0. 2, y = 5. 0. 

6.3 Holtsmark-continuum model with interactions 

We consider the electron gas against a uniform positive 
background, the transformation to the two-component case being 

parallel to that in the Holtsmark and continuum models. We 
start from Eq. (6.1). The product is split into two factors, 

one for the first K
0 

cells within the sphere (p1 ,R) and one 
for the remaining (K -K

0
) cells. For the farmer set of cells 

we neglect interactions, for the latter group we assume that 
the occupation numbers are large (Nj >> 1), in order to admit 
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Stirling's formula: this may be justified by taking the cells 

sufficiently large, which is reasonable in view of the fact 

that they are not close to ei· To the first group we will ap

ply the approximations of the Holtsmark model, to the second 

these of the continuum model. Let N
0 

be the total equilibrium 

number of particles inside the sphere (p 1 ,R) (N =4Tin R3 /3). 
. - 0 0 

We neglect the exchange of particles between the two parts 

of the volume, which is not .a serious.restriction if N
0 

is 

large, but still much smaller .than · the total number of par-' 

.ticles N. This approximation can be analyzed exactly in the 

absence of interactions. 

Making use of Stirling's fortnula we then have (compare 

Eq. (6.3) for the first K
0 

cells, and Eq. (5.2) for the re
maining cells): 

~. ' K. (n il.) Nj J __ el 'lrüL} 
P ( {N } ) -· IT . o J . e J ::: 

j = N j~l Nj ! . 

Ko 
N. 

~No! (noti.j) 
J . 

"' n Je cp . 

No N' e 

0 
j=l j" 

(6.23) 

where 

IP 0 Êt {N.log(n /J:.)-N. logNJ.+NJ.}- 2~[1( N1NJ.v13. -
j=K +l J o J J , J 

0 

(6.24) 

and C is the normalization constant for the second part of 
the expression. 

The second part of Eq. (6.23), exp(IP), will again be ap-:

proximated by an expansion to second order about the maximum 

term. The situation is completely analogous to that in Sec

tion 5.1 [Eq. (5. 3l]; the exclusion of the sphere <e 1 ,R) 
does not alter the derivation. 

The contribution to the value of a quantity Q at ei is 
also split into two parts: 



Q{N.} 
J 

K 
0 K 

NJ. QJ. + ~ (N . + oN . ) Q . 
j~l j=K +l J J J 

0 

(6.25) 

Pvr the single probability distribut;ion for Q one then finds, 

.;::qain applying Eq. (2.3): 

P{Q)dQ =dQ 
N ! 

:: (Q) ) _o_ 
op {N: óN. }NNo 

J' J 0 

x c exp(- ~ (oN', MN') -{b,N' +oN')] (6.26) 

where the primes on N and oN indicate the restriction to the 

space outside the sphere <e 1 ,R). A and bare defined in Eqs. 

(5.7) ff. 

For the first part of P we use the same approximations as 

.i.n the case without interactions (Eqs. (6 .6, 7)] i.e., for 

>> 1. To the second part of P we apply the same argument 

~s used in the continuum model, Eq. (5.11). The difference is 

rhat x in that equation now becomes a vector in a smaller C 

'>pace, namely the space outside the sphere <e1 ,R). As a con

~equence A- 1 cannot, but (b,A- 1 b) can be exactly calculated for 

:;ome cases. From a comparison to Eqs. (6.8-12) for the first 

part of Eq. (6.26), and to Eqs. (5.6-15) for the second part, 

'le may almost immediately write down the result: 

where 

and 

Öc n0 J a: Q(r) 
r>R 

n0 J a:{1 -exp (-ié;Q(:,-))} +DQ,int 

r<R 

~~t· stands for interactions). 

{6.27) 

2 

{6.28) 
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D is defined as BQ in Eq. (5.17), however with a lower 
Q,int 

cutoff R for the r and :• integrations: 

D - J dr J dr' Q ( r) A-: ( r, r' ) Q ( r • ) . 
Q, int Ö -

r>R r'>R 

6.4 Specific guantities in the Holtsmark-continuum model 

with collective interactions 

In order to obtain the probability distribution for the 

potential, we consider a plasma of two fluctuating components. 

It may be used to derive an expression for the free energy 

(cf. Ref. 2b, and App. F). Taking the origin in Ei we must 

substitute for Q(r): 

e 
:!: r 

From Eqs. (6.27,28) we then get: 

with 

or 

n 0 J d: {1 -exp(
r<R 

r 

+ n
0 

J d: {1 -exp(i;e]} 
r<R 

+D" . t "',in 

noGHC,int =2no J d;: {i -cos!;:} +D<f>,int 
r<R 

(6.29) 

2 

2 

(6.30) 

D<f>,int follows from Eq. (5.29), if the;: and;:' integrations 

are cut off at R (lower cutoff). The derivation, given in Ap

pendix A, results in: 

D<f>,int 

8nn e 2 
0 

(6.31) 
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To calculate the free energy, one must introduce an additional 

cutoff: in the integral of Eq. (6.30) r has to remain larger 

than r • This calculation is performed in Appendix F. 
0 

From Eqs. (6.16,17,27,28) we may immediately write down the 

distribution for the microfield. DE . t may be taken from the , in 
continuum model, Eq. (5.38), in which r

0 
must be replaced by 

R. We find: 

dE 
00 

P(~)d!= = 
211

:E ! dÇI; sin (l;E)exp{-n0 GHC,int(l;,E)} , 

·where 

··in which 

411n0 e 2 

DE,int = 3R 

eÇ/r~ 

=211n0 (eÇ)f J 
. el;/R2 

1 

du u -sin u 
0 + E • t ,in 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

( 6. 34) 

Muitiplication of this P(E) by 411E2 lèads to the dist.ribution 

for 1~1. in terms of the dimensionless field strength a it 
reads: 

co 

P(SJdB 
11 dB J dl; Ç sin(!; 8) exp {-GHC, int (Ç, 8)} , 

0 

( 6. 35) 

(6.36) 

for the definitions of cx,S,y see Eq. ( 6. 22) • 

Taking k0 = 0 we come back to the case without interactions. 

The inclusion of interactions in the model also depends on the 

choice of R. The dependance of G on R is weaker than that of 

the separate terms of the sum, like in the case without inter

actions. A physically reasonable condition for the choice of R 

seems to be: 
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(6.37) 

Nwnerical results for some choices of R are shown in Fig. l 

and Table l, columns 1-4; the dependence on R turns out to be 

rather weak, as might be expected. 

From Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33) we get the second moment of 

P(E) [cf. Eqs. (2.7a), (3.7)]: 

R 4wn e 2 

<E2> =DE . t+n Jdr _e_2 = o 
,in o - r' R 

ro 

and 

The correspondence of the Holtsmark and continuum models 

suggests an ad hoc extension of Eq. (6.33) for Guc· The first 
term is the Holtsmark part, for r in thè range {r

0
,R), the 

second term the second-order approximation of the Holtsmark 

term for r >R, with an additional factor l/(l+k0 R +tCk0 R) 2
) 

to account for interactions. Instead of Eq. (6.33) we could 

then take the Holtsmark term for values of r between r
0 

to oo, and multiply the second-order term in it, as far as the 

range (R, 00 ) is concerned, by that factor. It is 

that this leads to the following expression for 
ef,/r~ 

noG~C,int(!;,E) 2wn (eç;ft J du u-sinu -
0 

0 u~ 
4nn

0
e 2 k0 R +j(k0 R) 2 çz 

3R l+kDR +j(kDR) 2 2 

easily seen 

GHC: 

(6.39) 

[expansion of the first integrand, for u <ef,/R 2 ,· up to second 

order, would again lead to Eq. (6.3J)]. 

It seems difficult to derive this alternative form for GHC 
from the starting equation {6.1). Numerical evaluation (with 

an only slightly differing computer programme) shows that the 

results differ little from those obtained with Eq. (6.33) 

[from 0.01% to 0.1% fora >0.2 in Eq. (6.36)]. For that reason 

we were satisfied with the approximations leading to Eq. (6.3~. 
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7. The Holtsmark-continuum model (time-dependent) 

7.1 General formalism 

In this section we shall study joint probabilities for quan

tities at two different times but in one point. This restric

tion has been encountered before several times~ it was made in 

view of the difficulty in introducing spherically symmetrie 

cutoffs with respect to two different points. 

The time dependence will be introduced in a similar way as 

in the continuum model (Section 4.2). A state is described by 

the occupation numbers of the cells into which the ~ space is 

divided. As in Chapter 6, a distinction must be made between 

cells inside and outside the sphere <e1 ,R}, Ei and R having 

the same meaning as before. The, occupation numbers of the 

cells outside must, on the average, again be large compared 

to 1: 

(7 .1) 

L
0 

being the number of cells inside the sphere. 

Analogous to Eqs. (4.10) and (5.1) we find for the proba

bility of a state {M.} (again neglecting interactions for the 
J 

first L
0 

cells): 
M. 

- J 
P ({M.}) = 

J 

L ! 
0 

r;-
Lo 

0 

=~ ! Je J 
' (7.2) 

where [cf. Eq. (4.11)]: 

n fl . fMB (V.) 
0 J -J 

and 1 

· L mv2
• 

_,!. { l M .......12 + 
e j=L +1 j 

0 

l L, L, l L, _ _ } 
+2 l M.M.v1 .- l M.Mkv.k+-2 l MkM"vk" • 

i,j=L +1 1 J J J',k=L +l J J k R, L 1 ~ k 
·O 0 ' = O+ 

(7. 3) 
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In the absence of interactions the last three terms vanish. 

In the general case Ç will again be approxirnated by an expan

sion to second order about the maximum term, under the re

striction of a fixed total number of particles. A short ac

count of the procedure is given in Appendix D, the result be

coming: 

L 
l 

j=L +l 
0 

oMioMj 
(7.4a) 

1 r.-r · I Nl. ... 3 

in which oM
1 

=M1 -Mi, while <!> s is the stationary value of <!>. 

This quadratic expression can be written as: 

<!> = <!> s - t ( oM 1 
, A]J oM • ) , (7.4b) 

where 

oM' = (oML +1•···· oMLl , 
0 J 

the prime indicating the restriction to the space outside 

the sphere (p1 ,R). The matrix A has the elements: 
- µ 

e 2 1 o(r.,r.)o(vi,v.) +-e 
M -i -J - "' 3 lr.-r·J 

j -J. -J 

(7.5) 

the 6 functions being Kronecker deltas in the case of finite 

cells. In the absence of interactions the last term in Eq. 

(7.4a) is zero, and AJJ is diagonal. 

In the transition to the continuous picture the quadratic 

form may be transformed in the following way [cf. Eqs. (5.Sfl: 

(AX' ,y') ·+ J dr 
r>R 

Ja! /a:• Ja!' 
r'>R 

with Aij ~ A(:•!;:'•!'). 
The instantaneous value of a -linear- microscopie quantity 

Qat E• due to the part outside the sphere (e 1 R),is given by: 

oce,t,{M}t>= Ij Mj<t>oj<e> .... Ja! fa:: M(:·~·t>Q<~,::·e> • 
r>R 
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The probability of finding the values o1 <e 1,t1> and 

02<e1•t2> of such a quantity Qat ei at the times tl and t2 
t 1+T, within the ranges dQ1 and dQ2 , respectively, is found to 

be [cf. Eqs. (4.15) and (6.26)]: 

(7. 6) 

C serves as a normalization constant, while 

(7. 7) 

with 

(7. 8) 

Since we neglect interactions inside the sphere <e1 ,R) we 
can make the replacement [cf. Eq. (4.14)]: 

We now apply the same approximation as in passing from Eq. 
(6.6) to Eq. (6.7), taking 

RJ. =exp[-iç; 1Q(r.,v.,p1) -1ç; 2Q(r.+v.T, v.,p1 )] • 
-J -J - -J -J -J -

The equivalent of Eq. (6.7) becomes: 



to be written as exp(-n
0

GHC); in the continuous picture we 

then obtain: 

t 
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Eop (Qi,02> exp[-noGHC < ~l ,tl ,1;;1,t2 ,i;2 ,Q)] c' { 
0
k.} 41 ' e (7.9) 

J tl 

where the first two primes indicate j >L
0

, and where: 

(7.10) 

In a more general model GHC would depend on two points of ob

servation, ei and e2 • [Notice that the time dependance in Eq. 

(7.6) enters through óM(t), and in Eq. (7.10) through Q, Q 

depending on ~(t)]. 
Similarly as in Section 4.2 [Eq. (4.14)], we must express 

QCf 1 ,t2 ) in terms of the óMj(t1) as far as its continuum part, 

Oc say, is concerned. We have: 

L 
l (M.+óM.(ti))Qj(p1), (i =1,2). 

j=L +l J J -
0 

(7 .11) 

The öM. are small deviations from equilibrium. This implies 
J 

that óMj(t2 ) may be expressed in terms of the set {êMj(t1)J by 

means of a linear operator T(t2-t1): 

or equivalently in components: 

(7.12b) 

T follows from the Vlasov-Poisson system of equations. 

Usually the explicit form for T is derived for a homogeneous in

finite plasma not far from equilibrium. However, here we have 
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excluded the sphere (,e 11 R), but it seems a good approximation 

to consider our~stem as infinite and uniform when calculating 

the oM. ( t
2

) from the öM. ( ) • 
J J 

To obtain a better insight into the meaning of T, we con-

sider the case without interactions explicitly. The state of 

the plasma at time t may be given by the distribution function 

in µ space: 

N 
f(~/~lt) = J O(r-r.(t))O(V-V,(t)) / 

i~l - -i - -i 
{7 .13) 

where ~i(t) and ~1 (t) are the position and velocity of particle 

i at time t, respectively; in the case under consideration 

v. (t) is constant. The transition from the distribution to the 
-l. 
set of occupation numbers may be accomplished by means of a 

characteristic function in µ space. The matrix eleme.nts of the 

continuous limit of the evolution operator T, needed' if werking 

on the distribution function f, are (with j+(~ 1 ~), ~+(r' ,v')): 

T(r,v;r',v';t -t) =ö(r-r 1 -v'1)o(v-v'), 1 
0
=t

2
-t

1
• 

- - - - 2 1 - - - - -
(7.14) 

We notice that T is a unitary operator, hence the inner 

product occurring in Eq. (7.7) may be written as: 

= (oM(t 1 > ,r 1 <1>0<.e 1 > > • 

(7.15) 

Explicitly this reads: 

(7.16) 

We want to use an extension of Eq. (7 .15) in the case wi th 

interactions; it turns out that in our approach it is useful 

to represent functions and operators in terms of three-dimen

sional normal modes of the Vlasov-Poisson equations (an ex

tension by Felderhof of the Van Kampen normal modes). Apart 

from expansions in this set of eigenfunctions, it is also 
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useful to consider expansions of the sarne quantities in terms 

of the adjoint set of eigenfunctions (the Vlasov-Poisson equa

tions are not self-adjoint); such expansions will be indicated 

by a tilde: f and T. It then is easy to prove relations like 

-t -t 
(Tx,y) = (x,T y) ; T T 

the latter one expressing that T is a unitary operator, .as in 

the case without interactions. The explicit form of T, Tt, and 

some of their properties are elaborated in Appendix G. 

For $', Eq. (7.7), we then obtain: 

(7.17) 

where Öc < e 1 ) o (Q c e 1 > , .M, > 

The summation over {oMj(t
1
}} in Eq. (7.9) can naw be per

formed [cf. Eq. ( 5. 11 >] ; the large values of the 8Mj in the 

summation, to which T may not be applied, give a negligible 

contribution [cf. remarks after Eq. (4. 3)]. A part of the re

sult, becoming c•- 1
, cancels the normalization constant C'. 

The remaining factor of the sum occurring in Eq. (7.9) be
comes: 

exp [î(iE; lQ(_el) + i!;2Tt (î )Q(_el) ,A~1 {il:;lQ(f>i) + il:;it {T)Q Cf:1} })] • 

(7.18) 

The exponent can be written as: 

(7.19) 

AlJ is asymmetrie matrix, and therefore also A-'. From this it 
p 

fellows that the terms inside the square brackets are equal. 

Further, the Vlasov-Poisson equations are reversible in time. 
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As a consequence one must have, within the framework consid

ered: 

(7.20) 

Therefore, the first two terms of Eq. (7.19) should also be 

equal, apart from the factors '' implying: 

= < o c ei> • A; l o < e 1 > > • 

Explicitly the~fi:l equalities follow from the properties TTt = 1 

and Ai.? =TAµ, the'·'proo'fs of which are given in Appendix G. 
From Eq. (7.9) we then finally find for the joint proba

bility distribution under investigation: 

- }<,~+,~HQ<.e1 >, A~1o<ei» _ ,1'2 (Tt <i:>Q<.e1 >, Aü10<.e1 » J, 

(7. 21) 

where GHC is defined in Eq. (7.10). 

A part of this expression can be evaluated straightfor

wardly, namely A- 1 Q and (Q,A- 1 Q)1 however, it seems impos-
, µ µ 

sible to go any further without an explicit approximation 

for T(T) since it is a known but rather intractable func

tion; see Appendix G. 

Another restriction has to be made: A~ 1 Q can only be found 
(to our knowledge) for Q being the potential or electric 

field [note that A~ 1 must be an inverse in C' space, i.e. 

with the exclusion of the sphere <,e 11 R)] 1 Eq. (5.12) does not 

give the proper inverse in this space. The same difficulty 

was encountered in the continuum model with respect to the 

sphere (_e,r
0

) (cf. Section 5.2). If Q is the density, know-
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ledge of 

elements 

that the 

sponding 

(Q,A- 1 Q) would be equivalent to that of all the matrix 
µ --

of A- 1
, Q then being a delta function. It turns out 

µ 
matrix elements of A- 1 between the functions corre

µ 
to potential and field can be calculated; in that case 

only special combinations of the matrix elements are needed. 

We now proceed with the general formalism for the calcula

tion of A- 1 Q. In the continuous picture we can find this quan-
µ -

tity as the solution of the equation for X: 

. f dr' fdv' A (r,v;r',v')X(r',v') =Q(r_,v_). 
- - µ - - - - - -

(7.22a) 

r'>R 

(This equation corresponds to a variational problem as encoun

tered in Chapter 5, or as given in Appendix A2, Eqs. (A.8) and 

(A. 9) through the :ubstitution Q ->--i~Q). The matrix Aµ is given 

in Eq. (7.5), and Mj after Eq. (7.2); explicitly Eq. (7.22a) 

reads, restricting ourselves to Q's independent of ~: 

1 e2 xc:;·.~·) 
n fMB(v) X(r,v) +9 J d!°' Ja~• ---- =Q(r) , 

o - r' > R j :;-:; ' i 
(7.22b) 

where r must be larger than R. 

Equation (7.22b) is of the sanie form as the ones in Chapter 

5, which can be represented by 

I d!' AC:;.:;' )XC:;') =QC:;l , 
r'>R 

however with an additional dependence on velocities, and with 

n0 being replaced by n
0

fMB(!). The solution is obvious: 

X(r,v) (7.23) 

X being the solution of the velocity-independent equation; 
hence we know expressions of the form A- 1 Q needed in the µ , 
present probability distributions. 

The general form for moments of P may be derived in the 
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familiar way [cf. Eq. (2. 7a)]: 

a2 I <lt; a- exp [ ••• J r ::r =O 
1 ~2 sl s2 

where the exponent is the same as in Eq. (7.21) the two first 

terms being omitted, and with GHC given in Eq. (7.10). This 

leads to: 

<{Q<e1•t1> -Öcl fo<e1•t2> -Öc}> =n~ ( a: J av x 

r <"ir-p l<R 
0 - -1 

+no I a: Ja~ fMB(~)Q(:·~·e1•t1)Q(:·~·e1•t2) + 
r < 1 r-p 1 <R 

0 - -1 

(7.24) 

For the correlation function of the K,À components of a vector 

one obtains the corresponding expression by the substitutions: 

moreover, each of the r integrals in the first term on the 

r.h.s. then vanishes. 

It is useful to compare Eq. (7.24) with the corresponding 

result in the Holtsmark model [Eq. (3.13)]. The second term in 

Eq. (7.24) agrees, apart from the limits of integration, with 

the last one in Eq. (3.13); the last term in Eq. (7~24) ac

counts for the contribution from the space part l:-e1 1>R. If 

interactions were neglected [Aµ 1, T as given in Eq: (7 .14)] 

the agreement would be complete, provided one also introduces 

the cutoff r
0 

in the Holtsmark 



7.2 The electric micropotential in the Holtsmark-continuum 

model 
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For simplicity we restrict the formalism to the case of an 

electron gas against a positive background. The case of the 

two-component plasma fellows by the substitution k0 +kot• 

Then a more complicated evolution operator is needed instead 

of that used so far; otherwise no essentially new features 

occur (cf. Ref • .!_!, Section 5.5). 

In case Q represents the potential $, Eg. (7.22b) becomes: 

I J 
X(r',v') 

dr' dv' - -
- - ! r-r• 1 

r'>R - -

=~ 
r 

(7.25) 

The solution may be written down from a comparison with Egs. 

(7.23), (A9}, and {AIO) {Appendix A2): 

k0R -k r 
• e _e D 
X(~:/::> =A~l$ =noe fMB(~) l+kDR r (7.26) 

The inner product ($,A- 1$), occurring in the expression µ 
for the joint probability P(4\ (t1), .P 2 Ct2 )) [Eg. (7.21) for 

Q =<fl], fellows from a comparison with Egs. (Al2) and (Al3) 

which represent !<b,A- 1 b) t~ 2 (ijl,A- 1 $): 
k0 R 

dr (d e f ( ) e • ~ r noe MB ~ l+k
0

R = f 
r>R 

(7.27) 

there is no difference with the time-independent results 

[Eqs. (6.31) and (5.32)]. This agreement is not surprising 

since the time dependence of the joint probability occurs 

through the term containing the evolution operator T, and 

through the function G, i.e. through terms in which ~l and 

~ 2 are coupled. However, in Eq. (7.21) the term ($,A~l.p) 

only occurs in products with either ~~ or t~. 

For the second inner product occurring in Eq. (7.21) 

~hich is also needed in the expression for the correlation 

function, Eq. (7.24)] we can write, in view of Eq. (7.26): 
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=n e 2 

0 

(7.28) 

Considering that the equilibrium vàlues of the potential 

vanish and that the two-component case follows from the one

component case by the replacement k0 +~t (apart from the 
change in T, to be indicated by an index t), we find for the 

correlation function from Eq. (7.24), in which now the first 

term vanishes: 

-k lr-p 1 
e D - -1 

l:-e1I 
(7.29) 

which is independent of fi· 

7.3 The electric microfield in the Holtsmark-continuum model 

The formalism is very similar to that in the preceding sec

tion •. The equation for the electric microfield, corresponding 
to Eq. (7.22b}, reads: 

1 - e2 J J &<~'•!') er 
-n--=fMB-.... (-v .... ) ~<?::•!> +a d:' d!' I~-::' 1 =:ri 

o ~ r>R 
(7.30} 

The solution also follows immediately from a comparison of 
Eq. (7.23) with the velocity-independent equations, Eq. (Al4) 
with its solution Eq. (AIS). We thus obtain from Eq. (7.30): 

k_ R -k r 
-"D r a e o 

=A- 1 E =-n e f (v) -~e-.,,.._ __ - - ---
µ ... o MB - l+koR+Î~R2 

X (r,v) - - - (7.31) 
r ar r 

The inner products occurring in the expression (7.21) for 

the joint probability become [cf. Eq. (Al9)]: 
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(7.32} 

and 

(7.33) 

The following correlation function results from Eq •. (7. 24), 
in which the first term now vanishes in view of the zero aver
age field: 

-n e 2 

0 

(~-e1>K (~+yT-El)À 

1~-e11 3 l:+yT-e1l 3 
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8. Review of other work, conclusion, and prospects 

An important group of papers (e.g. g, .!ll is based on the 

following principle. In a plasma the fields of ions and/or 

electrons are screened according to the Debye-HÜckel theory. 

Therefore, it is thought that interactions, at least approxi

mately, are accounted for by substituting for the Coulomb 

fields screened ones, in a model of otherwise non-interacting 

particles, like the Holtsmark model. A good example of this ap

proach is the work of Ecker and Müller (!1_}, who indeed start 

from the mentioned model. A good feature of their result is 

that in the high-temperature limit, where interactions are un

important, the distributions reduce to the Holtsmark one. 

An alternative approach based on the same principle, is to 

introduce in some way the binary correlations according to the 

Debye-Hückel theory. This was done by Baranger and Mozer (.!l}, 

who constructed a cluster expansion for the starting formula 

for the probability distribution, which is given in Eq.(2.3) 

of the underlying paper. In fact, they expanded the second ex

ponential in that expression, and the probability distribution 

P({s}) in a sum over successive higher correlation functions; it 

turned out that the product of bath expansions may be summed 

approximately. The main approximation then consists of substi

tuting the binary correlation function of the linearized Debye

Hückel model in the resulting expression, while neglecting 

higher correlations (notice that some influence of these has 

been incorporated by the summation mentioned). A distinction 

is made between high- and low-frequency effects by inclusion 

into the screening only electrons or electrons together with 

ions, respectively. This procedure seems questionabl~ to us. 

Qualitatively and quantitatively the results are in +ather good 

agreement with those of Ecker and MÜller, whose approach is 

simpler. Both models may be criticized to the extent that the 

Debye-Hückel correlation function must come out of an ap-
propriate theory. 

The procedure is similar to that sometimes followed with 

expressions to be averaged over velocities: instead of aver-
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aging thern over velocities the velocity is everywhere replaced 

by the average velocity. It is true that a superposition prin

ciple has been established; some results obtained by more or 

less rigorous methods from kinetic plasma theory can also be 

derived by taking averages over a plasma of non-interacting 

quasi-particles {"dressed particles"), i.e. particles with a 

field modified due to their surroundings. For a particle at 

rest this results in the statie Debye screening, for a rnoving 

particle one finds something like a wave, i.e. a modified Debye 

sphere around the particle, shortened on the side of the direc

tion of its velocity (18 Ch. 8.3). 

The superposition principle for plasrnas was introduced by 

Thompson and largely extended by Rostoker <&> • It is certainly 

true that this princ,iple can help much for a physical inter

pretation, but one would be suspicious about any analytica! re

sult that could not also be derived from a rigorous starting 

point. For that reason also probability distributions and the 

like must preferably be derived from basic principles. 

A more recent attempt in apparently the same class is that 

of Hooper (!!>·He splits the potential energy into two parts, 

one being a Debye-Hückel term, so that it looks as if he also 

substitutes a result from the Debye-Hückel theory. However, it 

turns out by a reordering of arguments that this is not true. 

In fact, he approximates the potential energy by means of a 

transition to collective coordinates. This method was employed 

before by Broyles (15) in another attempt to include interac

tions in the calculation of distribution functions. However, 
his results did not reduce to the Holtsmark distribution in 

the high-temperature limit, as they should. According to Hooper 

one can split off part of the potential energy in these collec

tive coordinates, which part represents the Debye-Hückel term. 

He then employs a cluster expansion similar to that of Baranger 

and Mozer, additionally including this term in the exponent, 

so that he obtains different functions. It is important to no

tice that he made this separation of the potential energy de
pendent on a parameter a, to the extent that the Debye length 

is reduced by a factor ~- 1 • This parameter is then adjusted 
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with the help of the following criterion. There are two major 

sources of uncertainty, the termination of the cluster expan

sion and the neglect of the Jacobian (apart from unity) for the 

transition to collective coordinates. It was found that the 

probability distribution is stationary for a range of a values, 

this range being around unity and upwards, dependent on density 

and temperature. This choice was checked by estimating higher 

order corrections and by comparison of the final distribution 

function to the one obtained from a Monte Carlo calculation for 

a·specific case. There is a rather close agreement, good in 

view of the difficulties of Monte Carlo methods for systems 

with long-range interactions. It will be recognized that there 

is some similarity to the method described in Ch. 6 of the pre

sent article: our radius R plays a similar role as the parame

ter a. An advantage is that this radius has a direct physical 

meaning, as opposed to the parameter a. Concluding, one can say 

that Hooper performs a splitting in ~ space, as opposed to our 

splitting in configuration space. The analytical and nurnerical 

computations of Hooper are much more complicated, perhaps so

phisticated, with the consequence that they are less transparent 

too. Unfortunately,one may not expect that in the near future 

experimental evidence will be accurate enough to decide which 

theory gives the best distributions; For the time being, a 

choice must be made on theoretical grounds. We notice yet that 

bath Baranger and Mozer, and Hooper give results for rn/À0=0.6 

and 0.8; these are very doubtful because one may ask if this 

still applies to a plasma, the number of particles in the Debye 

sphere then being 1/0.6 3 ~ 5 and 1/0.8 3 ~ 2. Probably 0.4 is 

more or less the maximum allowed value for rn/À0 . A comparison 

of the results of Baranger and Mozer, and Hooper on one hand, 

with the results of the Holtsmark-continuum model on the other 
hand, is shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

There are still two ether points worth mentioning. Baranger 

and Mqzer (ll.) state that the second moments of their distribu

tions for the case of a neutral Aufpunkt are infinite; the same 

seems to be true for Hooper's (14) distributions. Such a neu

tral Aufpunkt might be an atom. From other work (!) it may be 
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observed that short-range corrections in general have a very 

small influence on the distributions, but from the i~finity of 

the second moment it follows that correlation functions, and 

the like, will be badly determined i~ these models; ~n any case 
i 

short-range corrections are necessary for a complete picture. 

Secondly, it seems not so easy to extend these theories into 

the time-dependent domain, especially so if one considers the 

already complicated calculations in the statie domain. On the 

other hand, as shown in this paper, it is not too difficult to 

construct the time-dependent Holtsmark-continuum model. 

Apart from the work mentioned, there exists a large number 

of other papers on the problem of the distribution function of 

microscopie quantities and on that of correlation functions. 

The latter may also be calculated independently, for instance 

by starting from kinetic equations for plasmas, like the Vlasov 

equation. In this connection it is interesting to compare the 

work of Salpeter (!§), Rostoker {~), Klimontovich (17), Felder

hof (~) and some others. Most of this work may be considered 

as an attempt to describe time-dependent processes, under the 

influence of collective interactions. 
Chandrasekhar and Von Neumann (see Ref. ~. Ch. 4.3) extended 

the Holtsmark model to time-dependent processes in a way simi

lar to our method. They calculated the joint probability of oc

currence of a field f and its change t per unit of time. From 

this the first few moments were calculated and an expression 

for the dynamical friction which a particle undergoes when it 

has a certain velocity. Thompson (.!j!) and Hubbard (!.2_) calcu

lated that friction too, starting from a kinetic description 
of the plasma. It would be interesting to connect both method~ 

along the same lines as the Holtsmark and the continuum models 

in this paper. 

In general, one may say that not enough attention is paid 

to the problem of integrating the different approache~ to these 

problems, older work is not digested properly, and modern work 

aften penetrates only slowly into the practical field~ In the 

present paper we have tried to meet this criticism. We used 

the idea of Gans to introduce short-range corrections, we uni-
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fied the approaches of Holtsmark C!l and Jackson and Klein (~) 

(continuum model). Further, we extended this work into the 

time-dependent regime, using the work of Felderhof (~), which 

therefore now becomes applicable to more practical purposes 

(before it suffered from the short-range Coulomb divergence). 

There is still some work to be done in order to realize such 

applications, notably one must find appropriate approximations 

for the dielectric function of the Vlasov plasma. 
Finally, we want to draw ·attention to some interesting pos

sibilities for extensions and improvements. In a dynamical 

model the probabilities and correlation functions will be in

fluenced by the particles' trajectories being hyperbolas, or 

even more complicated curves under the influence of nearby par

ticles. Collective interactions, accounted for in many present 
theories, only describe the bulk interactions of large nurnbers 

of particles. A description of the plasma based on bath an ap

proximation of the dynamica! interactions between individual 

particles, and on the collective interactions as mentioned and 
treated in the preceding chapters, may be found in the so

called "ring equation", simultaneously derived by Balescu (!!_) 

and Lenard {22}. 

In the Holtsmark-continuum model we could, in principle, in

clude inside the inner sphere the second order deviations from 

the straight trajectories. Determining from that the coeffi
cient of dynamica! friction r and the diffusion coefficient D 

(20), we could substitute these quantities in the genera! ex

pression for the Fokker-Planck equation (see also e.g. 20): 

(fvf + D .;}... f) 
- oy 

We then should end up with a kinetic equation, probably in the 
same range as the Balescu-Lenard one. The equation above de
scribes a diffusion process in velocity space; it does not yet 
include the changes in the distribution function f due to free 

streaming. The quantities n and q of Chandrasekhar, correspon

ding to our r and D, do not contain the influence of collective 

interactions, as would happen in the Holtsmark-continuum model. 
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In fact the calculation of Chandrasekhar is performed in the 

Holtsmark model. 
A related approach was developed by Landau, who expa~ded the 

Boltzmann equa t ion in a heuristic fashion. (For weak collisions 
the distribution function in the collision integral may be ex

panded to second order in the changes of velocities due to the 

individual collision processes, see e.g. !.!!.• Ch. 8.1). Actually 
the Boltzmann equation is not at all valid for plasmas, since 

the collisions are predominantly collective, i.e. between many 

particles simultaneously. Nevertheless, Landau obtained an equa
tion which was a first example of a kinetic equation _for plas

mas. He neglected collective interactions; if these are also 

included one ends up with the Balescu-Lenard equation, frorn 
which the Landau equation follows by putting the dielectric 

function equal to unity. It would be very interesting indeed to 
try and derive the coefficients of dynamical friction and dif
fusion in the Holtsrnark-continuum model, substitute these in 

the Fokker-Planck equation and compare the result to other ki
netic equations. Moreover, one might derive corresponding dis

tribution functions. 
Another interesting extension is the introduction of quantum 

mechanical corrections for close interactions. In this context 
we mention the work of Engelrnann (ll), Dekeyser (24), Lamb Jr. 

(.aJ2,l and of Ebeling, Hoffrnann and Kelby (26). Also this field 

of quanturn mechanica! approaches to partially classic systerns 
may be characterized by the statement that there are nearly as 

many different approaches as there are authors! Perhaps it is 
possible in' such an approach to find a satisfactory solution to 
the problem of short-range corrections for distribution func
tions for quantities at two different points. 

Finally,we want to mention the extension to the problE;mt of 
fluctuatibns in plasmas in equilibrium with the full electro

rnagnetic field (see e.g.~' lOc). 
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Appendix A 

Integrals and solutions to the variational equations of 

Chapters 5,6, and 7 

1. Calculation of the integral C'Eg. (5.33)J: 

I = f dr J dr' 
D - -

e 

lr'-p 1 ... "2 

A- 1 being given in Eq. (5.12). We put I = I 1 +12 with: 

and 
k2 

I =- n e 2 ....E. 
2 D o 411' 

. -k lr-r' I 

f 
dr fdr' e ___ o_-_-___ 1 __ 

- - lr-p 1 lr-r' I lr'-p 1 
- ~1 - N - -2 

{Al) 

(A2) 

The second term can be calculated by choosing the origin at 

e2 and the z axis of the :' integration along r; we then ob

tain: 

-n e2k2 J 211' 'Il' 

o D dr --- Jar'r' 2 faqi .fde' sine' r~ x 4n - 1 r-p 1 
- "1 0 0 

x 
exp{-k (r2 +r' 2-2rr' cos0')~} D . (A3) 

The calcu~ation is straightforward: 

(A4) 

The first term cancels I 1 ; the calculation of the remaining 

last term is also straightforward and we obtain: 

4nn e 2 -kDpl 
o 1-e -------I . (AS) 



In terms of 
l 

and 

~2 ) : 

1-exp 
r(e1•e2' 

considering that k 2 
D 

Further 

the result reads (I caQ 

4îfn e 2 /8. 
0 

2. Verification of Eg. (5.32) 

on 

(A6) 

(A7) 

In the case that a cutoff ais introduced, a quantity like 

I in Eq. (Al) rnay not be calculated directly since A- 1 is not 

known explicitly in such a model; with the A- 1 from Eq. 

(5.12), p2 =e 1 , and with a cutoff for the integration vari

ables, one obtains a result, different frorn the one to be 

derived here. 

The general form of the variational equation is [cf. Eq. 

(5.ll}]: 

[- ~ (x,Ax) - (b,x)J 0 1 (A8) 

x being a vector in C space. In the case of the potential 

this equation reads (in continuous form, with A given in 

Eq. (5.8) and b in Eq. (5.9), where now Q(r) = e/r): 

2 I 
X(r') 

X(r) +L dr' +it; ~ 0 e -
1 r-~' i r 

r'>a 

(A9) 

with the solution 

X(r) -.iÇen
0 

e 
r (AlO) 

The proof is straightforward; substitution of X in Eq. (A.9) 

leads, apart from the cutoff, to a:! integral as in Eq. (A4) , 
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We like to know the stationary value of the expression in 

square brackets in Eq. (AB). Equation (A9) may be written as: 

AX + b 0 • 

Hence we obtain (with s for "stationary"): 

k
0

a 

[-1(x,Ax)- (b,x)J s = [-Î(b,x)J s =- Ç,; noe2 l~kDa J d: 
r>a 

{All) 

-k r 
!~ 
r r 

(Al2) 

(.ll.13) 

In the case of a two-component plasma k
0 

must be repl.aced by 

kot (see Appendix E). 

3. Calculation of Eg. (5.37) 

The analogue of Eq. (A9) for the electric microfield reads: 

2 I X(r') 1 X(r) +L dr' - - +iÇ,e 
no 8 , - J r-r' 1 

r >a - -

r 
0 . (Al4) 

r3 

The solution reads (2a): 

k
0

a -k r 
e r a e D ----=---l k 2 2 l+k0 a+3 0 a r ar r 

X(r) (AlS) 

For a verification we need the integral: 

Ja:• 1 
r' a 

-k
0
r• 

I e = -
r'>a 1:-:'1 r' ar• r' 

(Al6) 

If this integral does not vanish, it clearly constitutes a 

vector in the direction of r; we shall calculate the rhree com

ponents separately. Taking the z axis along r we find for the 

x component: 



2n 

f dr'r' 2 J d</l' 
r'>a 0 

1T 

Jae• 
0 

sin 8' 1 

,(r 2 +r•2-2rr' cose ')lij 

-k
0

r• 
() e 

x sine ' cos ,p • ó r, r, 
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x 

(Al 7) 

This vanishes due to the 4>' integration. Similarly Iy = 0, 

whereas (with cos 8'= µ) 

1 

I = 21T Jar 'r' 2 [aµ µ · 
z (r 2 +r• 2 -2rr'µJ; 

r'>a -1 

-k r' 
él e P 

ar• r' 

This can be evaluated straightforwardly: 

(Al8) 

Substitution of I =(O,O,I
2

) and of Eq. {Al5) in Eq. (Al4) 

leads to an identity which then confirms the correctness of X 

as represented by Eq. (Al5). 

With the same arguments as used in part 2 we find that 

1 ( ) L koe i 
-2 bE,A-1bE =- 2 1 

3a l+'ka+-k2 a 2 
"l) 3 D 

Appendix B (to Chapter 4, ff.) 

(Al9) 

Gaussian probability distributions of one and two variables 

For one variable x the Gaussian distribution reads: 

i [ <x-x> 2 J P(x) = % exp - 2 , 
(2na) a 

(Bl) 

with the mean value and the second moment: 

<x> 0 f dxx P (x) x (B2) 

<(x-xJ 2 > a • (B3) 
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For two Gaussian variables x 1 , 

tribution reads: 

~~~~~~~exp 

2n{a 1a2 -a~ 2 ) 

the joint probability dis-

(B4) 

provided that the mean values <x
1

> and <x
2

> vanish; if not, x
1 

and x2 must be replaced by x 1-x1 , x2-i2 , respectively. The 

first-order rnoments become: 

(BS) 

Similarly the second-order rnornents prove to be given by: 

<(xl - x ) 2> 
1 al (B6) 

< (x2 -i ) 2.> 
2 = 0.2 . (B7) 

<(xl -x ) 
1 (x2 -x )> 2 = al2 . (BB) 

The distribution for xI alone follows by integrating P(xI,x2 ) 

over x2 : 

(B9) 

Some useful integrals, connected with Eqs. :{BI) (for x.=Q) and 

(B4), and occurring in the calculations of this article, are: 
00 

r 
J dx e (BlO) 

( 

exp l il;x - e 

x2 .... _ 
2a P (x) • (Bll) 
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-oo 

For a more extensive treatment we refer to the literature, e.g. 

Ref • .§. 

Appendix C (to Section 6.2) 

We shall discuss the approximation lèading to the ffoltsmark

continuum model for the case of the electric microfield. The 

expression for GHC(~ 1 ~) follows from the vectorial version of 

Eq. (6.12) in which we must substitute g<:l =e:/r 3
• _By 'an eval

uation similar to that leading from Eq. (6.14) to Eq. (6.16) 

one obtains: 
eFJr~ 

G8c<~·!:> =2irn0 (e~>f[ J du 
e~/R2 

eE;/R2 

u - sin u + J du u - sin u J . 
uf 0 ui 

(Cl) 

The approximation in question is obtainèd by expansion of 

the second integrand up to the second order term: 

u -sin u ::: l (C2) 
uf 6ut 

The corresponding function G for the distribution of the di

mensionless field~ is given in Eq. (6.21), viz.: 
y2E; 

GHc<~·~> l é [au u -sin u + ~ E;2 , (C3) 
2 a E; uf 

where y and a are defined in Eq. (6.22) (the parameters ~ in 

Eqs. (Cl) and (C2) differ a factor E ) • 
n 

The integrand in the second term of Eq. (Cl), and its ap-

proximation Eq. (C2) are tabulated in Table (C.l), columns 2 

and 3. The apparent disagreement for large values of u (in 

the column replaced by ~) is unimportant (for fixed values of 

Rand a =rn/R), because the exponential in which G occurs, be

comes small. Also in Table (C.l), columns 4,5, and 6, we have 
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tabulated the function ~ exp(-G); in column 4 before .the ap

proximation, in columns 5 and 6 after the approximation, for 

the values a =0.6 and 1.0 respectively. 

It turns out that the final result, Eq. (6.21),is :not very 

sensitive for the choice of R, provided it is chosen a few 

times larger than rn. In case interactions are accounjted for, 

the influence of R is more important, as may be seen from Eq. 
(6.36) and from Fig.l (Chapter 6). 

0.10 

0.30 

0.50 

0.80 

l. 00 

l. 60 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

6.00 

8.00 

10. 00 

2 

0. 5268 

0.3029 

0.2328 

0.1805 

0.1585 

0 .1159 

0.0964 

0.0611 

0.0372 

0.0119 

0.0048 

0.0033 

3 

0.5270 

0.3043 

0.2357 

0.1863 

0.1667 

0.1318 

0 .1179 

0.0962 

0.0833 

0.0680 

0.0589 

0.0527 

4 

0.0977 

0.2564 

0.3536 

0.3935 

0.3698 

0.2120 

0.1183 

0.0165 

0.0013 

Table C.l 

5 

et = 0.6 

0.0977 

0.2564 

0.3535 

0.3935 

0.3697 

0.2115 

0 .1175 

0.0160 

0.0012 

6 

1.0 

0. 0977 

0.2564 

0.3534 

0.3927 

0.3680 

0.2054 

0.1096 

0.0115 

0.0005 

Column 2 (!'; - sin f;)/é 

1/ (61';+) Il 3 

Il 

" 
Il 

4 f; exp(-G) with G not approximated 

5 the same with G as in Eq. (C3) for a =0.6 

6 idem for a = 1. 0 

Appendix D 

Derivation of the probability distribution for densitJ fluc

tuations in the continuum model [Eqs. (5.1,2,3)] 

The probability for a state given by the occupation numbers 

{Nj}, Eq. (5.1), may be written as: 
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p ({N.}) 
J 

C exp (Il' { N . } ) , 
J 

(Dl) 

where 

Il' =log (D2) 

We assume that N. >> 1 for all j. This can be accomplished 
J 

by making the 6. large enough. States having less large N. 
J J 

will have a negligible inf luence. For the factorials we then 

can use Stirling's formula: 

(D3) 

So we obtain, also taking into account Eq. (5.2), 

Ijl Ij (Nj -Nj logN.) +N. log6. -
J J J 

- ïH I I +.!. I 
1 

2 1 N.N .v .. - Nino6kvik no6é!lvk!l( (04) 
i,j 1. J 1.J i,k 2 k, !/, 

For the transition to a continuous description we must make 

the substitutions 6. +dr, N. +n(r)dr. Il' is a functional of 
J - J - -

the function n<:l, i.e. it depends on the continuous set of 

all values n(r). In order to determine the maximum of Il' we 

must find the function(s) n(r) for which Il' is stationary. 

For that purpose we use the concept of a functional deriva

tive. It is probably easiest to introduce it in the discrete 

picture (cf. e.g. Schiff, L.I., Quantummechanics, p. 344). 

We then consider Il' as the limit of a function of the discrete 

set {Nj}. Consider a set {Nj} and a neighbouring set {Nj+6Nj}, 

but let now all 6Nj = 0 except one, say 6Ni. We·then define 

the functional derivative of Il' with respect to the function 

n, in the point : (= :il by 

Ö'I' 
ön (r) D lim 

6 ..... o 
J 

l!'{N .+6N. }-ll'{N.} 
] ] ] 6N. 

J 
0 for j "'f i 
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As an example consider 

b 

'l'=fdxn{x) 2 

a 

:: l . à. N: . 
J J J 

According to the definition: 

ö'i' (x) 
6n 

2n (X) • 

We may also ask for the second functional derivative in this 

example. In order to express the first one in an integral or 
series we write 

With the definition we then obtain 

on(x)ón(x') 

[cf. Eq. {3.19)]. 

lim 
à.4"0 

J 

2tSij -- 2ó( ') x-x 
Aj 

We may also introduce the equivalent of a Taylor expansion 

of the discrete set 'l'{Nj+óNj}: 

{ } } " 2.!.. +.!. " a z 'I' Ijl N.+oNj ='l'{N. +L. JLóN. aN 2 L à.àjoN.óN. aN aN 
J J J J J j i,j 1 1 J i j 

+ ••• , 

or in the continuous limit: 

'l'{n+on} = 'l'{n} + f d!' on(::'> ~~ (r') + 

The maximum of 'I', under the constraint of fixed total number 
of particles: 

f d~ n(r) N (DS) 
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may then be found by putting the first functional derivative 

equal to zero, accounting for the constraint by means of a 

Lagrangian parameter a: 

ón~~) =- log{Vn(:;)} -Î f d:;'n(:;'>v<:;.:;'> + n~ Ja:'v<:;.:;'> +a =O. 

(D6) 

A (trivia!) solution of this equation is given by: 

n(r) n , a =log n , 
0 0 

(D7) 

which, indeed, corresponds to the expected equilibrium state. 

It is easy to show that this is the only maximum since the 

second derivative at equilibrium is given by: 

ó 2 '1' l 1 
on(r)ón(r 1 ) = -n(r) o(r-r') -'6 v<:;.:'> , (D8) 

which is negative definite. 

One then finds the following approximation (to second .order 

about equilibrium) for the distribution: 

[ 
1 f {ó (r-r •) 

P({n(r)})=C' exp -- drdr' - -
2 - - n 0 

e2 } +61 'I (n(r)-n )(n(r')-r-r - o -

- n~, (09) 

which is the continuous version of Eq. (5.3). 

The analogous derivation for µ space is given by Felderhof (~). 

Aependix E (to section 4.4) 

A configuration .for an ionized gas of two components with 

particle charges z+e and z_e will .be indicated by the occupa

tion numbers {N.+ 1 N. }. Let the total numbersof particles be 
J J-

N+ and N_, respectively (in a volume V). The probability for 

a configuration is similar to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2): 
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K t.. Nj+ +Nj-

P({Nj+'Nj_}) =C j~l [( -#-) Nj+!tj_! J exp [- ~ 'li{Nj+'Nj_} J 
(El) 

where 

"\ilN ·+•N ._}=-2
1 l L(z+N ·+ - z N. ) (z+N ·+ -z N. ) + 

J J ih rij J - J- J - J- · 

+ t lj rjj {z!Nj+(Nj+-1) +z_:Nj_(Nj_-1) -z+z_Nj+Nj-} (E2) 

r .. is the distance between the centres of cells iand j , r .. 
iJ JJ 

a quantity of the order of magnitude of the average distance 

between the particles in one cel! such that the second term 

represents the potential energ y in one cell. 

We assume that N.+ >> l; the combinatorial factors may 
J_ 

then be reduced by using Stirling's formula according to: 

N. 
(!:.. /V) J+ 

aj+! ::: exp(Nj+ -Nj+ logNj+ +Nj+ log(A/V)) . (E3) 

The exponent will be approximated to second order by an expan

sion about its maximum term, which represents the equilibrium: 

In Appendix D and in Refs • .2_, lOa it has been proven that 

this distribution constitutes the only maximum (for a single-

component plasma). 

Remembering that N. = N. +óN. and with the relations 
J J J 

ll.+ ll\ 
log Nj+:::: log Nj+ + -1.! ---1.:!:. I. óN. + 

Nj+ 2Nj! J J_ 

we obtain from ~qs. (El) and (E3): 

O, z)~j+ =z_Nj

(E4) 
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t f
óN. 2 óN. 2

• 

P({óN. öN. }) =C exp - \. _.1!: + ---1:.j -
J+' J- i...J - - ) 2N.+ 2N. 

J J-

- 2~ \ (z óN. -z óN. )(z+óN.+-z óN. il 
v.l. r . + i+ - i- J - J-'J 
l.1] iJ 

(E5) 

We transform the first term in the exponent as fellows: 

öN .2 öN .2 (z 2 n +z 2 n ) (n öN .2+ +n +oN ~) n~ +m~ --1± +-l:.= + o+ - o- o- J o J- = J J (E6) 
- - 2 2 2N • 2N . 2 ( z+n + + z n ) n +n b. . 2t. . n

0
t J+ J- 0 - o- 0 o- J J 

where we introduced: 

(E7) 

Hence, we get from Eq. (E5) the following distribution for n. 
J 

and m.: 
J 

m~ +n~ n n J 
[ 

1 1 e 2 
\' __!_j 

P ( { n "m . } ) = C exp - I . 2Ä . n - 2 E1 1... 

J J J J ot i,j rij 
(ES) 

c being the proper normalization constant. 

The distribution for the nj alone is obtained by integrating 

over the mj. 

Calculation of the interaction part of the free energy of 

the plasma in the Holtsmark-continuum model 

Jackson and Klein (2b) have shown how the interaction part 

of the free energy of a two-component plasma may be calculated 

with the help of the probability distribution of the electric 

micropotential. We shall apply this method to the Holtsmark

continuum model, described in Chapter 6. 

Let the charge numbers be z+ and z_. The interaction parts 

of the respective chemical potentials are then given by: 
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00 

l.l~ = -e log J d<j> P($) exp(+ z+e,P/O), 
-oo 

P being the potential distribution for which we take Eqs. 

{6.29), (6.30); we represent P by: 

(Fl) 

(F2) 

The function H is a generalization of G, defined in Eq. (6.30): 

R 

H(Ç,4>) =n0 + J·d~{1 
ro 

(F3) 

We shall approximate µ~ by an expansion of the exponential in 

the integrand up to foÜrth order in fj>. As a consequence we 

must know the first four moments of P($). In terms of the func

tion H the moments of P are given by: 

where the relation 

bas been used. 

Hence, we have 

H(O,<j>f = 0 • 

(F4) 

(FS) 

(F6) 

We indicate a differentiation with respect to ç by a prime, 
and write H' instead of H'(O,<j>) etc. The first five moménts 

then read: 

<fj>o> 1 

<fj>> ;_ H' 
J. 

<fj>2> _ (H 1) 2 +H" 



<cji 3 > = _..;_ [CH') 3 -JH'H" -H"'] 
J. 

«p 4 > = (H')~ -6(H') 2 H" +3(H") 2 +4H'H'"-H'"' • 

From Eq. (F4) we find: 

R 
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H' (~,lf>) = n
0

+ J {
iz+e -i~z+e/r z+(-iz_e) i~z_e/r} 

dr -- e + e -D.i.~' - r z_r ~ 

so that 

H'. (0,l{>) = 0 • 

Similarly: 

(__!. -!.) . 
r

0 
R 

We introduce the parameter ö: 

(F7) 

where 

(F8) 

We then may write Dep as [cf. Eq. (6. 31)]: 

(F9) 

Finally, we introduce the parameters ö', ri, and;\· 

(I 10) 

In terms of these parameters the following approxiir",;,~ ic:~·" o 

order A 2 In A , may be deri ved: 
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(Fll) 

The following relations hold between µ',the free energy F, and 

the total numbers of particles N+' N_: 

JJ 1 

+ 
<lFint 
~ , z+N+ = z_N_ 

+ 
(Fl2) 

Hence, F follows by an integration of u' along the line z+N+ = 
z_N_ in the (N+• N_) plane. It can be performed by expressing 
N_ in terms of N+ alone, and next by direct integration over 

N+' remembering that n
0

_ N_/V and also that À is a function 

of n
0

_ and no+· 
From Eq. (F12) it follews that F can be a function of N+ 

and N_ only through the combination: 

Therefore, we make use of relations like: 

<z!N+ +z+z_N+) 
z+ +z_ 

(F13) 

Finally one thus arrives at the interactien part of the free 
energy: 

1 
ë Fint 

(F14) 

From the definition of o' [Eq. (FlO)] it fellows that ö' = 

1 if o = lï, which implies R "' lï ÀDt. In that case we have 

agreement with the result of Jackson and Klein as far as the 

first term between square brackets is concerned. The term with 

n/4 agrees, the ether terms differ in the coefficients. We 
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shall not further compare our result with those of others, 

since it would lead us far astray from the subject of this 

paper. In fact, a comparison between the various results, also 

with respect to the physics of plasmas, would deserve a com

plete study by itself. 

Appendix G 

1. The Vlasov evolution-operator T and its J::!roperties 

(Chapter 7) 

In this restricted context we cannot go in to the details 

of the linearized Vlasov-Poisson system,.of equations, and its 

solutions. For a full treatJ;!!ellt we refer to Montgomery and 

Tidman <z, Chapter 5). In this append.i.~ we shall use the rep-
•• • " _;.:.r; 

resentation in terms of the Van Kampen normal modes (see e.g. 

z, Chapter 12) or rather their three-dimensional extension 

by Felderhof <2>· The latter paper also concerns fluctuations 

in plasmas. According to our Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4), and the 

remarks at the end of Section 7 of Ref. (2), the perturbed 

distribution function f 1 may be expanded as fellows in terms 

of three-dimensional normal modes g in a cube of volume Q: 

(2w)3 • f . v i~-:-ikut 
f 1 (r,v,t2 ) = --Q- I du C (k,u)gk (v)e (Gl) 

- - k,v v - _,u - ' 

where the expansion coefficients C are given by: 

1 .. J . -ik.r 
Cv(k,u) =.--- dr dvf1 (r,v,t1 )gkv (v)e - - • 

- (211)3 - - - - _,u -
(G2) 

The summation is over v =0,1,2, ••• and over all vectors 

.~=(2w/n)1-~, the three components of~ being in'féçers: the 

prime indicates that n 10. In these equations f 1 <: 1 ~ 1 t 1 ) is 

the initial perturbation, and f 1 <: 1 ~ 1 t2 ) the one modified 

by collective interactions in the time interval from t
1 

to 

t2. 

For fixed k, the functions g~,u{!) forma complete set 

of solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson equation [Ref. 2, Eq. 
(5. 2)]: 
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i)f f (u -vk)gk (v) +u 2 ~ dv' g (v') =O , - _,u - p oVk - k,U -
(G3) 

w.here vk is the velocity component parallel to ~· and up2 = 
-v 

4nn e 2 /mk 2
• The g~ u(v) form the corresponding set of solutions 

0 ~, -
to the adjoint equation: 

0 , (G4) 

which is defi.ned such, that the following orthoqonality rela
tion holds: 

0 . (GS) 

With this property a set of normal modes can be built up 
labeled by the index µ or v and with the orthogonality proper

ty: 

öµ" ö(u -u') , (G6) 

where öµv is the Kronecker delta. 

It is assumed that the g constitute a complete set, a proof 
of which is trivial in the case of a (uniform) plasma with an 

unperturbed Maxwellian velocity distribution f
0

• In that case 

the explicit form of the gis known. (Ref. ~. Section 8). 
The explicit form of the Vlasov evolution-operator in terms 

of the nQrmal modes can easily be found by substituting Eq. 

(G2) into Eq. (Gl) and bringing the ~·~ integrations to the 
front. By comparing the result to the equation 

one finds for the matrix elements of T: 

1 • f T(r,v;r' ,v• ;t2 ,t
1

) =n l du x 
--- - "k,v 

ik. ( r- r • ) - iku ( t - t ) · 
x e - - - 2 1 g" (v)g" (v') 

~,u - ~,u -
(G8) 
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In Chapter 7 we encountered integrals representing e.g. the 

potential in the origin due to sollie specific distribution f 1 : 

(G9) 

It is possible to construct a Hilbert space from the functions 

occurring in such integrals, provided that one introduces 

weight functions to ensure convergence of integrals like 

(GlO) 

which represents the norm of the function e/r. Divergences may 

occur for r -"'""• v """"• as well as for r ->-0. ·rn order to avoid 

the farmer one could use as weight function e.g. exp(-Àr-av2 ) 

and, in order to obtain physical results, one could take the 

limit À,a ->-0 in the final results. We shall not further in

dulge in the construction of such a Hilbert space, but simply 

assume that the inner product of1he functions f and h 

(Gll) 

is defined with the proviso that a weight function has to be 

introduced. 

In this Appendix we are concerned with real functions f,h, 

etc. Nevertheless, we want to expand them into complex eigen

functions with complex coefficients [exp(i~·~> and cv, respec
tively, inEq. (Gl>]. 

The definition (Gll) then still satisfies the fundamental 

requirements of an inner product, i.e. upon substitution of 

complex expansions of real functions the norm is still posi

tive and the Schwartz inequality satisfied, because of the 

relations between the expansion coefficients. In this case 

these relations can be avoided by employing the U!""''·"'· defl.ni
tion for complex functions: 

'';12) 
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If we expand real functions, the ones we are dealing with 

according to Eq. (Gl), we can still use definition (Gll), but 

at the cost of more complicated relations between the expan

sion coefficients C (which depend on three indices, k,u, andw. 

In order to avoid these re.lations we adopt the definition (in 

this Appendix): 

{f,h) 0 Ja:Ja~ !*<r,v)h{r,v); (Gl3) 

the tilde and the asterisk indicate that f must be expanded in 

terms of the adjoint functions g and that the complex conjugate 

be taken. The corresponding expansion coefficients will differ 

from those with respect to g but, of course, f =f*. This ex

pansion i~ analogous to that in terms of the functions g, 

shown in Eqs. (Gl) and (G2). 

Similarly we introduce the corresponding associate Tt of 

the evolution operator T: 

f au 
-i~(:"-~') +iku(t2-t1 ) 

e x 

(Gl4) 

where the cross indicates the operation of taking the hermitian 

conjugate. 

It is easy to prove that with this definition and that of 

Eq. (Gl3) for the inner product, the following relation holds: 

((Tf)~~,b) = (f*,Th) 
1 (GIS) 

which shows that Eq. (Gl4) is an appropriate definition. 

Further it is easy to show explicitly,wit;h this definition 

of associate, that T bas the property of unitarity, which is 

to be expected of a proper evolution operator (cf. for in
stance lOd p.133). In fact, we find: 
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{ l \'. ( 
ldr'dv' l jdu 
J - - 'IT k, \/ 

ik.(r-r')-iku(t -t) 
- - - 2 l e x 

· ik'. (r'-r")+ik'u' {t -t l 
xg~ (v)g~ (v'lft z' Jdu' e - - - 2 l 

_,u - _,u - k',v' 
x 

-v 1 \/ 1 

xgk' ,u' (!")gk' ,u' (!') • (Gl6) 

Integration over r' gives Qok,k'; summing over k' and subse

quently integrating over ~·,-applying Eq. (G6), gives 

övv'o(u-u'); a final integration over u' then leads to: 

ik. (r-r") 
-t ) =-nl \'k e - - - '\ fdu gkv (v)g-kv Cv")• (TT ) CJ?1YiJ?" 1'!'.'";t2 ,t1 l l _ -- ·- .v _,u - _,u 

(Gl 7) 

For a co~plete set of g the right-hand side of Eg. (Gl7) satis

fies the closure property, stating that it is egual to 

oC;:-:"lo(!-!"). This may be easily proved by substituting Eg. 

(G2) into Eq. (Gl) and comparing the result to the relation: 

(Gl8) 

which in fact is the definition of the delta function. Actual

ly the right-hand side of Eg. {Gl7) is nothing else than 

T{'.:•!;t'•!",t1 ,t1l, which must of course be the unit operator. 
Clearly, the unitarlty of T can also be directly proven from 

the equations (lOd, p.133); an explicit proof may as well be 

given. 

2. Proof that T commutes with certain operators 

We shall prove that T commutes with operators of the type 

encountered in Chapter 7: 

(Gl9} 
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where H is an arbitrary function of lts argument. Let the 

Fourier transform of H be: 

h(k) 1 

(2n) 3 

ik.r 
e - -H(r) (G20) 

The evolution operator T [Eq. (G8)] can be written in the form 

(G21) 

It is then easily seen that: 

I 
ik.(~-r")-iku(t -t) 

(TO)(!•!::"•!") =(2n) 3 du ik e - - - 2 1 x 

(G22) 

Analogously it follows that (OT)(:,!1:"•!") is equal to the 
right-hand sidecf this equation, which completes the proof. 
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List of symbols 

(between brackets the equation is rnentioned in or near which 

the syrnbols occur for the first time, or at an important place} 

N, v. Ch. 2, first line. 

{s}, Q(f:1l, ocel, {s}}, 

oCQ
1

,Q), P({s}) (2.1) 

Q(f:11tl (2.2) 

3op<9J, =ap(Q~,Q2) (2.4) 
<(QK)2>, <QKQ > (2.5)~2.7) 

no 

GH' GH(~rQl 
f(v) 

î 

GH<e1•t1,~1·e2•t2,~2·9> 
N6 , x(6,{s}), xC6,j) 

61• 62' ~12' Ql2 
f(".:'.'12> 

<He1> 
~<e1> 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.11) 

(3.14) 

(3.21) 

(3.23) 
{3.27a} 

(3.30) 

\Î{N.}, v .. 
J 1.J 

(5.1), (5.2) 

oN, (x,y), (x,Ay) (5.4) 

bj, b(i::)' Aij' A(r,r') 
(5.7)-(5.9) 

(5.14) 

(5.17) 

from BQ in (4.8)) (different 

bl2,j' b12<:> 

BQ,l' BQ, 2 , CQ 

( 5. 20) 

(5.22),(5.23) 

(5.26} 6n(r) · 

<"2> k 
'i' int' Dt' 

< qi 2 > 
r

0
,int 

,int 

C, C' 

GHC (~ ,Q) 

R, (€1,R) Sec. 6.2 

z_./ no+' n0 _, 

•(5.30)-(5.32) 

(5.35) 

(6.1) ff 

(6.10) 

En, B (3.33) K, K
0 

Sec. 6.3 

ro 

GG{h•h•f:2 1 bl 
(3.35) B, En, rn, a, y · (6.22) 

(3.38) also (3~~3) 
(6.24) 

0c' GHC,int' 0Q,int(6. 27 > ,(G.28) 

L, L
0

,_<l> 

oM, oM', <l>s 

(7.1),(7.2) 

(7.4) 

Aµ (7. 5) 

t - --r T(t
2
-t

1
), T, T, T (7.12)-(7.18) 



Samenvatting in de Nederlandse taal 

De meest karakteristieke eigenschap van geheel of gedeelte

lijk geloniseerde gassen (plasma's) is de gelijktijdige wissel
werking tussen alle geladen deeltjes. De voornaamste wisselwer
king tussen -niet te snelle- geladen deeltjes is die1volgens 

Coulomb: de kracht tussen twee ladingen e op afstand r is 
e 2 /r 2 • In het geldealiseerde geval van een homogeén, oneindig 
groot plasma, kan men niet zeggen dat de voornaamste wissel

werking van een.A~ltje met andere deeltjes bestaat uit die 
met zijn directe buren, zoals in een gas van neutrale deeltjes. 
Welis~ar neemt de kracht af omgekeerd evenredig met het kwa
draat van de afstand, maar het aantai deeltjes in de bolschil 
met straal r en dikte dr neemt toe met r 2 dr, zodat het produkt 
constant is; in feite gaat het om de wisselwerking van een 
deeltje met de fluctuaties in de ladingsdichtheid op ,andere 
plaatsen. Men spreekt van het lange-dracht karakter van de 

Coulomb-wisselwerking. Enerzijds wordt dit dus veroorzaakt 
door de speciale afhankelijkheid van de afstand volgens l/r 2 , 

anderzijds door de afwezigheid van een parameter in de uit

drukking voor de wisselwerking, in tegenstelling tot een ge
val als de Yukawa-potentiaal exp(-r/À)/r. 

Uit deze beschouwing blijkt het belang van een dynamische 
beschrijving van een plasma, waarin twee natuurlijke lengtes 
optreden, de zogenaamde Weisskopf- of Landau-straal en de 
Debye-lengte. De eerste is de afstand waarop twee geladen 
deeltjes die elkaar afstoten en een onderlinge snelheid be
zitten overeenkomend met de temperatuur van het plasma el
kaar kunnen naderen. De tweede hangt samen met een soort or
deningsverschijnsel in plasma's: het is alsof gemiddeld de 
positieve en negatieve deeltjes elkaar iets meer afwisselen 
dan op grond van het toeval verwacht mocht worden. Het effect 
is zeer klein, maar voldoende om de Coulomb-wisselwerking te 
wijzigen in de zin dat er een factor exp(-r/ÀD) aan toege

voegd moet worden die bij benadering de afscherming beschrijft; 
ÀD stelt de Debye-lengte voor. 

Voor een heet plasma kan men in eerste aanleg de wisselwer
kingen tussen de deeltjes verwaarlozen, het is dan zee1r een-



voudig het systeem statistisch te beschrijven door middel van 

de posities en snelheden van de afzonderlijke deeltjes. Dit 

werd voor het eerst consequent gedaan door Holtsmark (1919), 

die een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling af leidde voor het elek

trisch microveld in een gegeven punt. Zijn resultaat is nog 

steeds van belang daar het voor alle verdelingen in algemenere 

modellen de limiet vormt in het geval van oneindige tempera

tuur. Men kan dit model verder uitwerken en er verdelingen voor 

potentiaal en dichtheid in afleiden evenals gecombineerde waar

schijnlijkheden voor grootheden op twee plaatsen en/of tijden. 

Dit model wordt beschreven in de delen II en III van het proef
schrift (deel I bevat een algemene inleiding). 

Een andere mogelijkheid om de toestand van een plasma te be

schrijven wordt verkregen door de ruimte in cellen te verdelen 

(eventueel, voor een dynamisch beeld, met de snelheidsruimte 
erbij inbegrepen}.Een toestand wordt dan gegeven door de ver

zameling bezettingsgetallen van deze cellen. Indien de voor

waarde wordt gesteld dat iedere cel gemiddeld veel deeltjes 

bevat, zodat Stirling's formule voor faculteiten geldt (n! ~ 

nn exp-n), kan men waarschijnlijkheidsverdelingen afleiden 

voor de microscopische toestanden, het microveld en andere 

grootheden, waarin de invloed van collectieve wisselwerkingen 

tot uiting komt. Anderzijds is het duidelijk dat men aldus 

geen nauwkeurige beschrijving verkrijgt van het plasmagedeel

te dicht bij enig punt; de eis dat er -gemiddeld- veel deel

tjes in een cel zijn verhindert dat. 
Dit tweede model wordt ook wel continuüm-model genoemd om

dat men in de berekeningen dé cellen steeds kleiner laat wor

den, echter vasthoudend aan de eis dat er steeds veel deeltjes 
in een cel voorkomen; dit kan alleen bereikt worden door de 
deeltjes in gedachten op te delen zodanig dat daarbij enkele 

essentiële verhoudingen bewaard blijven, zoals het quotiënt 

van lading en massa en het produkt van lading en dichtheid. 

Dit model wordt beschreven in deel III van het proefschrift. 

Het is mogelijk een gelntegreerd model te ontwerpen, 

Holtsmark-continuüm-model geheten. Ook hierin gaat men uit van 

een toestandsbeschrijving door middel van cellen, echter zon

der de algemene eis dat de bezettingsgetallen gemiddeld groot 



moeten zijn. Het is duidelijk dat men zo een beschrijving kan 

verkrijgen die in eerste aanleg, en voor het geval zonder wis

selwerkingen, equivalent is met die van het Holtsmark-model. 

Men verdeelt nu het plasma in twee gebieden, gescheiden door 

een bol met straal R rond het punt dat men beschouwt. Binnen 

de bol neemt men de cellen klein, erbuiten groot volgens de 

wijze van het continuüm-model. Verder verwaarloost men de wis

selwerkingen binnen de bol en buiten de bol kan men rekening 

houden met collectieve wisselwerkingen, zoals in het continuüm

model. Men verkrijgt op deze wijze een model dat enerzijds de 

effecten ten gevolge van individuele deeltjes dicht bij de 

oorsprong -gekozen in het beschouwde punt- goed beschrijft, 
maar anderzijds ook de collectieve effecten van het plasma als 

geheel. Indien het model bevredigend wil zijn, moeten de uit~ 

komsten niet sterk afhangen van de keuzeJI'.~ .R, aangertomen dat 
deze parameter in een redelijk gebied gekozen wordt, bijvoor

beeld groter dan een kwart van de Debye-lengte en kleiner dan 

die lengte zelf (in representatieve gevallen zijn de verschil

len maximaal in de orde van zes procent). 

Men kan het Holtsmark-continuüm-model ook uitbreiden voor 

gecombineerde waarschijnlijkheden voor grootheden op twee tij

den. Voor grootheden in twee verschilledde punten;,treedt een 
moeilijkheid op, het is namelijk niet duidelijk hÓè·men dan de 

ruimte in twee gebieden moet verdelen. Ook dit model wordt in 

deel III van het proef schrift beschreven. 

Verdere mogelijkheden voor uitbreiding zouden zijn: quantum

mechanische correcties voor zeer kleine afstanden en het in 

rekening brengen van het volledige elektro-magnetische v.eld 

,,(dus :inclusief het transversale elektrische veld en het magne-
1:~..:""::-:<, 

tlsche veld). De laatstgenoemde uitbreiding is reeds gedaan 

voor het continuüm-model alleen, echter met gedeeltelijk onbe

vredigende resultaten. 

Er is in de loop der tijd veel aandacht besteed aan de sta
tistische mechanica van plasma's, waarbij echter weinig reke

ning gehouden werd met al bestaand werk. Dit proefschrift komt 

in zoverre aan deze kritiek tegemoet dat twee fundamentele mo

dellen voor plasma's 9èÏntegreerd werden. Er zijn echter nog 
vele uitbreidingen mogelijk. 
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STELLINGEN 

betreffende het proefschrift 

1. Het continuüm-model voor een plasma zonder wisselwerkingen 
kan in zekere zin opgevat worden als een tweede-:orde bena

déring van het Holtsmark-model. 

Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 van deel III van het proefschrift. 

2. De toestand van een plasma in het Holtsmark-model wordt 
meestal beschreven met behulp van de plaats- en eventueel 
snelheidscoördinaten van de afzonderlijke deeltjes, in het 

continuüm-model daarentegen met behulp van de bezettings
getallen van cellen waarin de configuratie- of eventueel 
µ-ruimte wordt verdeeld, met de voorwaarde dat die getal

len veel groter zijn dan één. Het Holtsmark-model kan ook 
gebaseerd worden op de tweede beschrijvingswijze indien 
deze voorwaarde niet gesteld wordt. 

Hoofdstuk 6 van deel III van het proefschrift. 

3. Indien voor de berekening van de toestandssom van een wa
terstofplasma, gebaseerd op waarschijnlijkheidsverdelingen 
voor het elektrisch microveld, gebruik gemaakt wordt van 
verdelingen volgens het Holtsmark-continuüm-model met wis
selwerkingen, worden uitkomsten gevonden groter dan die met 
verdelingen volgens het Holtsmark-model. Het relatieve ver
schil bij temperaturen van omstreeks 20.000 K en dichtheden 
van omstreeks 10 15 cm- 3 is van de orde van 3%. 

Physiaa 43 (1969) 578. 

Hoofdstuk 6 van deel III van het proefschrift. 

4. De invoering van het continuüm-model voor de statistische 
beschrijving van gassen of vloeistoffen door middel van cel
len, geeft niet de ware aard van de fysische benaderingen 
weer; deze worden veel meer bepaald door de vervanging van 

sommen over cellen door integraties, zoals dat gebruikelijk 
is bij berekeningen in het continuüm-model. 

Hoofdstuk 4 van dèel III van het proefschr-ift. 



5. Het gelineariseerde stelsel van Vlasov- en Poisson-vergelij

kingen, te gebruiken om de evolutie te beschrijven van kleine 

afwijkingen uit evenwicht voor een elektrostatisch plasma, 
leidt tot een uitdrukking voor de evolutie-operator voor de 
verdelingsfunctie die deze afwijkingen beschrijft. Het stel

sel van toegevoegde vergelijkingen leidt tot een toegevoegde 
evolutie-operator. Het is eenvoudig te bewijzen dat de her
mitisch toegevoegde van laatstgenoemde operator na (opera
tor-) vermenigvuldiging met de eerstgenoemde operator de 

eenheidsoperator levert. 

Appendix G van deel III van het p:roefech:rift. 

6. Het is onbevredigend dat de uitdrukkingen die Van Kampen af

leidt voor de vrije energiedichtheid en de elektrostatische 

energiedichtheid in het continuüm-model voor een plasma af
hangen van de grootte van volume-elementen die slechts bij 
het invoeren en bij de berekening van het model een rol be

horen te spelen. 

N. G. van Kampen, in 1iFundamental Pl'oblems in Statisticai 

Mechanioe"~ Nuffic Summel' Cou:rse 196?, Noo'l'd'IJJijk, ed. 

E.G.D. Cohen; PP• S16-320. 

betPeffende gebi•den buiten dat van het pl'oefech:rift 

7. In een aantal recente theorieën voor de berekening van pro
fielen van .spectraallijnen die uitgezonden worden door ato
men of ionen in plasma's, gaat men uit van de verstoringen 

van die atomen door botsingen met individuele geladen deel
tjes. Bij de middeling over alle mogelijke botsingen treedt 
onder andere een divergentie op voor grote botsingsparame
ters, die geweten wordt aan het verwaarlozen van wisselwer
kingen tussen de storende deeltjes. Deze divergentie kan ook 
vermeden worden door eerst een middeling uit te voeren en 
daarna over de tijd te integreren. 

A.C. KoZb en H. G:riem, Phys. Rev. 111 (1958) 514. 

M. Ba:range:r, Phys. Rev. 111 (1958) 481 en 494~ 

112 (1958) 855. 



8. Het zou nuttig ziJn om profielen te berekenen van spectraal
lijnen die in een plasma statistische Stark-verbreding on
dergaan, met behulp van de correlatiefuncties van het elek

trisch microveld in modellen waarin de collectieve wissel
werkingen op fundamentele wijze in rekening gebracht worden. 

9. Voor de numerieke berekening van randwaardeproblemen in de 

potentiaaltheorie met behulp van rekenmachines kan.het wel
licht nuttig zijn uit te gaan van problemen met -eventueel 
analytisch- bekende oplossingen. De oplossing van het ge

stelde probleem zou dan verkregen kunnen worden via een 
reeks van oplossingen voor gebieden die tussen het "bekende" 
en "onbekende" in liggen. 

10~ Het is wenselijk dat het op korte termijn algemeen mogelijk 
wordt in Nederland in de natuurkunde te promoveren binnen 
drie jaar. De voornaamste voorwaarde daarvoor is dat alle 
desbetreffende hoogleraren onderwerpen beschikbaar hebben 
die de mogelijkheid daartoe openen. Dit is niet alleen in 
het belang van de promovendi, maar ook voor Nederland in 
wetenschappelijk en algemeen opzicht. 

ll. Het verdient aanbeveling proeven te doen met slijmschimmel 
(Dictyostelium) om kwantitatieve uitkomsten te verkrijgen 
omtrent de chemotaxis, uitgaande van theoretisch bekende 

concentratiegradiënten van cyclisch AMP. Deze zouden gedaan 
kunnen worden in langwerpige, rechthoekige ruimtes op agar
culturen, waarin aan de ene korte kant een bekende hoeveel
heid cyclisch AMP wordt toegelaten zodat het concentratie
profiel ten gevolge van diffusie berekend kan worden. De 
ééncellige organismen zouden in kleine aantallen aanwezig 
moeten zijn om elkaar niet te beinvloeden. 



12. Oe modellen van Goodwin en Cohen voor de ontwikkeling van 

levende organismen (morfogenese) zijn gebaseerd op 9ang
makers met autonome tijdafhankelijke processen. Het is 
eleganter, en ook mogelijk, modellen te construeren die 
gebaseerd zijn op collectieve besturing/van de ontwikkeling, 
waarbij geen cellen autonoom regelend optreden. 

B.C. Goodwin en M.H. Cohen, J. TheoPet. Biol. 25 
(1969) 47. 

L. WolpePt, J. TheoPet. Biot. (1989) 1. 

13. De vraag naar de zin van het alpinisme valt in dezelfde 
categorie als die naar de zin van het leven voor de indi
viduele mens. 

14. Op verschillende gebieden die niet direct vallen onder de 
mathematische communicatietheorie, kan het begrip "infor
matie", en ook de begrippen "hoeveelheid informatie" en 
"redundantie", leiden tot verwarring indien niet impliciet 
of expliciet rekening gehouden wordt met de relatie met, 
of de codering van de systemen die de informatie uitzenden 
en ontvangen. 

15. De geest die uit de Nederlandse verkeersregels spreekt, en 
uit het verwante verkeersbeleid, ademt onvrijheid, paterna
lisme en streven naar onvruchtbaar perfectionisme. Het zou 
aanbeveling verdienen de formulering en het beleid aan te 
passen bij de werkelijkheid en te baseren op vrijheid en 
eigen verantwoordelijkheid van de weggebruikers; dit dient 
gepaard te gaan met een effectieve controle op de naleving. 

16. Ontwerpers van gebruiksvoorwerpen, en diegenen die de nor
men ervoor vaststellen, maken veel te weinig gebruik van 
de ervaringen van de dagelijkse gebruikers. 

21 mei 1970 G.J. Dalenoort 


